KALE I DOSCOPE
GATHERING 2017

TRE ASURES

Kaleidoscope Gathering is a completely nonpartisan gathering. We are open to people of all
faiths, religions, cultures, abilities, genders and
sexual orientations. This gathering is committed
to fostering tolerance and creating safe spaces.
While some of our workshops and rituals do
refer to the teachings and philosophies of
various schools of thought, the gathering is not
in any way officially aligned with any of these
beliefs or institutions.

BEWARE!
The dread pirate BLACKHAN D SAM placed
a terrible curse upon this program!
Once opened, this book must be read COVER
TO COVER,. If ye fail to do this, if ye miss
but a single page , UN DE AD PIRATES shall
invade your campsite , eat all the food in your
cooler , drink all your mead, and tie all your
tent lines into complicated sailors knots.
YE HAVE BE EN WARNE D!
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WE LCOME HOME—, AGAIN OR FOR THE FIRST TIME
The theme for Kaleidoscope Gathering 2017 is “Treasures.” There is much wisdom and
wonder to be found in pondering the meaning of ‘treasures’ in our varied spiritual traditions. The archeological finds that unlock the wisdom and the glory of a Heroic Age;
the glittering gold of Troy, Tutankhamen, or Sutton Hoo; the paintings of the Lascaux
Caves or Petroglyphs Park. Sometimes, too, treasures are accompanied by a curse, a
warning not to disturb the graves and rest of the ancients.
Seeking unity with the Divine can be seen as seeking treasure; from the Philosopher’s
Stone, to the Rosy Cross, to Nirvana, to alchemical gold, to the Grail. Gaining a treasure
can be the result of a quest, of effort and learning (or maybe it was there all along.)
Treasures can be very personal; from the sticks and stones picked up by children in
play, to lockets and watches handed down from grandparents, to named mathoms held
aloft as swords or horns in battle or revelry.
Dragons sit upon hoards of treasure. They teach of the darkness of not sharing, of gifts
and wealth that do not circulate to benefit the community and the Gods. Wars and conflict are fueled by the avarice that treasures raise in the hearts of humanity.
The best treasures are often more than things. They can be cherished memories, the
flesh and bone of our loved ones, the smiles we ensure are on the faces of future generations. Offerings and sacrifices are treasures offered up to spirits and Gods, as encouragement and thanks for the cycles of luck and beneficence.
And, ‘treasures’ will result in much fun, too; as we ask ourselves: ‘What’s another word
for pirate treasure?’ … How shiny and sparkly can you make your camp? … What is
the coolest gift can you send through Mercury Mail? … Who collects more treasure,
Vikings or Pirates? …
We will also create treasures. The Bad Pagan Poetry and Pagan Epithet Competitions
will keep us giggling during the long winter. We will meet new people that will become
treasured friends, chosen family. We received an email from a man who had met another newbie last year, and they are now a couple and returning together. That email
was a treasure for us! A new Stag King and Huntress will be found worthy to represent
the Folk and shall be named. All that glitters will be found in the vendors’ area; perhaps
something that calls to you. The beat of the drums will lull us to sleep or inspire you to
dance ‘til dawn; that feeling can be carried home.
The staff that makes KG a reality is a treasure to us. They give up their vacation to work
harder than they likely do in the muggle world! Sleep deprivation and exhaustion are
alleviated through witnessing the smiling faces of you, our guests (and a lot of coffee,
too). Your enjoyment and safety is our inspiration.
As the 2017 KG becomes a reality, we welcome you to Raven’s Knoll, and hope that
you will treasure the land, the people, and the memories that we will make together.

Austin ‘Auz’ Lawrence, Maryanne ‘MA’ Pearce
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THINGS TO KNOW
RULES: The rules of KG are on the back cover of this program. Read them yet? No? Well go read
them! … ok, you can finish this section first. THEN go read them.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ!
This spring, excessive rain was received in this area. Water levels are still at an all-time high. The
fishing pier is under water. The beach consists of less than a meter of sand. The current is very
strong – the Bonnechere River is not the river you knew in previous years. As a result, children
under 16 must be accompanied by an adult, including on the beach. Children under 16 who have
not passed Red Cross Swim Level 7 (or equivalent) must wear life jackets past the buoy area. There
are life jackets to borrow set up right at the beach. We suggest that no adults swim alone. There are
water rescue canoes, lifesavers and life jackets set up in three locations across the river. Please be
vigilant and look out for yourself, your family and anyone on the water. Signs with water rescue
information are posted at canoe sites, and on the handout provided by Registration.
NO DRIVING AREAS: Due to the flooding, the river and water table is very high. As such some
roads and areas, like the Raven’s Field, cannot be driven on. Please respect the signs directing you
to stop. Your vehicle may get stuck, or you may ruin the grass. As a result, 42 may be closed for
driving, and a porta-potty will not be placed there this year. If you are going to camp in an area that
is not accessible by road, you will need to walk your gear in—it’s not very far.
NEW CAMPING AREAS: Parts of the Quiet Area, the Hydro Cut, and some sections around the
Raven Field are not suitable for camping this year, as they may be currently flooded or will be if it
rains. The Horse Shoe Pit, near the Rookery, is open for camping this year. There are also new
sections within the Pine Forest, just up from the Standing Stone on that side.
WATCH YOUR SPACE: For the same reason, please be careful how much land you claim, especially in enclaves. We need to be a little more compact this year in pitching our tents and trailers.
Please be considerate, given the loss of favourite camping places due to flooding.

FIRE PITS AND FIRE SAFETY
FIRES: Remember that fire safety is everyone's responsibility. Absolutely no
campfires, candles or open flames in the pine forests. Personal fires are permitted
in some areas; please check with Badger, TomyHawk, Gypsy, Auz or Brendan if
you if you want a personal fire; you must have your own firebowl. Please be very
careful with lanterns and gas stoves. No charcoal or Naptha BBQs are permitted. If you smoke,
always dispose of your butts safely. At past KGs, butts have been found on the roads, paths, campsites, Mirkwood and the Pine forests; very scary. There is a fire safety warning meter in front of the
Rookery that will announce the fire safety level and inform you if a campfire ban has gone into
effect.
BUTT CANS: Butt cans are around the site for smokers. Do not put garbage or recycling in these!
Also, no doggie scoop bags. Flaming poop might sound funny, but it really is not.
LED & FANCY-DANCY LIGHTS: There are some amazing new LED contraptions that look
very much like candle or fire light. Of course, fire safety is really important. But at the same time, it
can annoying to have Flying Monkeys coming by to ask about it all week. SO… we have a coloured tag that can be clipped (clip provided) to your set-up so that Monkeys can see it is awesomely safe. If you see a Monkey walking by, flag them down and get a tag, clip and high five!
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GENERAL FIREPIT ETIQUETTE: For both newcomers and alumni, the drumming and dancing fire pit is one of the highlights of the festival. There are several pretty basic etiquette rules:
 Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at any of
the bonfires. There will be clean, empty pop bottles at the entrance to the dancing fire to pour
your bottles into before recycling and entering into the firepit.
 If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix. (Also, leave your beverage container aside when you dance.)
 Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and disturb campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Excessive noise / yelling is not
appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!
 Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keepers). Drumming and dancing is hard, hot,
thirsty work. Bottles of water passed around are very much appreciated.
 Whether you are dancing or standing around, allow space for a second circle of dancers to form
if required. This is where faster dancers and meditative or trancing dancers usually circle.
 At the firepit people are dressed or undressed as a personal expression of spirituality or freedom.
Nakedness is not an invitation to staring, physicality or social attention. (Remember, although
someone may interact in a familiar way during the daytime – e.g. offering hugs – in states of
nakedness new boundaries apply.) Treat all with respect and keep KG a safe place.
 Please do mind the Fire Keepers, and don’t forget to say “thank you” and “hello” once in a
while—Fire Keeping is a lonely job!
FIRE PITS: KG is very pleased to offer different evening bonfire areas (pending continued approval by the local fire authorities):
1. The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and chat. No drumming here. Some
nights there will be sing-a-longs. Fire keepers are volunteers who have been pre-approved and gone
through Fire Mongers training. If a fire is desired at Antici-fest, you may pass the hat to cover the
wood costs, but please do it before dark. Remember, this is the quiet firepit.
2. The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the night away. Skyclad welcome.
This firepit will not open until the Tuesday night before KG.
3. The Primal Forged Fire is a new, small pit created in a clearing at the end of the red pines,
along Bogside, close to the entrance to the Drumming Fire. It will be open and you are welcome to
pop over, if it’s going. It will be open later than the Hearth Fire. You can pitch it to Primal Forged
for wood, if you would be so kind. But all welcome.

STAFF
FIRST AID & MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: Our highly skilled medical team is here to provide
first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor cuts and
scrapes, we encourage you to bring your own first aid kit. First Aid Kits are available at the Medic
Tent and beside the Registration Hut for you to bandage yourselves as if you were at home. If you
are experiencing or witness a medical emergency, any staff member will know how to summon the
medics. Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the Sick Bay Cabin, near Staff
Camp (across from Registration) to be treated. The medics can meet you there. Our medics CANNOT provide any prescription or over-the-counter medications, including painkillers or antihistamines like Bendryl. If you are likely to need medications, make sure you have them. There are
voluntary medical information forms at registration. The medics may wish to meet with you – or
you can request a visit – if you have medical issues you wish to discuss ahead of time. Sick Bay is
kept locked; it has a refrigerator for medication if you need it. There are sharp containers in each
bathroom and at Sick Bay. DO NOT dispose of needles in the garbage.
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THE FLYING MONKEYS (KG Security): Look for the folks with the radios.
They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable fest by ensuring a safe and secure
environment. Flying Monkeys patrol throughout Raven’s Knoll, day and night. Do
not hesitate to approach them with any problems or concerns you may have—from
walking you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And please, if a member
of security asks you to do something—or to stop doing something—be respectful and comply.
They are only doing it for your safety and/or that of fellow fest-goers. If you have any issues with a
Monkey, please ask to speak to Badger (Head Monkey), or KG organizers MA or Auz. It is much
better to know about things in the moment than months later!
BLACK BRACELETS: All staff members wear the black registration bracelets, and many can be
identified by the radios they may be wearing. You can always go to Staff Camp, the Yag or Registration if they are open.

FEST STUFF
CARS: You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear at the start and end
of fest, and during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must remain parked in
the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a special parking
permit at Registration but these are not guaranteed. There is limited space. For those who cannot
walk to the parking lot, there are shuttles. If you find a “ticket” on your car, it means that it needs to
be moved right away – you are blocking roads, or it has been there way too long.
WORKSHOP SPACES: Each workshop area has a white board, markers and a few chairs. Please
be courteous and allow Elders, the disabled and pregnant / nursing women to use the chairs rather
than having to carry their own. The workshops are mostly in the main area to reduce the amount of
walking between workshops. The workshop areas are:
1. The Rookery (either in or in front of the Rookery, as the presenter prefers)
2. The Rookery Grove (to the right of the Rookery)
3. The Rookery Annex (to the left of the Rookery, before Munchkinland)
4. The Raven Stage (on or in front)
5. The Elder Grove (in the Elder camping area beside the Comfort Station)
6. The Birch Grove (on the road to the Drumming Firepit, to the left before the firepit)
7. The Beach (under a tree, leaving space for swimmers)
COLOURED BRACELETS FOR THOSE UNDER 18: Anyone under 18 (the legal age of majority in Ontario) will have a bright blue coloured bracelet. Everyone must wear the silicone, nonlatex, non-allergenic bracelets at all times. Please note that the drinking age in Ontario is 19.
CHILD FIND: As a precaution, we ask all parents to take a photo of each of
their children (under 17)—preferably with a phone—when they arrive on site. If
you do not have a phone, ask a friend! If your child is separated from you, it can
be texted to all security staff quickly during a search. Children can also be directed to go to campsites displaying the Pagan Block Parent sign. Known and
trusted enclaves will display the signs to welcome questions and newbies, and to
collect a staff member in the case of a lost child.
MERCURY MAIL: Inspired by our Kiwi visitor, Polly Lind, KG will be once again operating a
volunteer-run mail system. A “mail box” will be located behind the Rabbit Hole. Put a note along
with the person's name and hopefully the general area they are camping, if known. Some volunteer
will deliver it for you. If you would like to deliver mail, stick your hand out and grab a piece –
wander around and find the addressee. This is a great way to meet new people, and to put a little
smile on someone's face!
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CAMPING MAP: To aid your friends in finding you – and for the Mercury Mail volunteers– a
large paper map of the Knoll has been placed outside of registration. You can mark in where your
enclave is camped (ie. The Vikings, The Nun’s Wimple, Pirate Camp, Fairy Camp, etc.) so people
can find you easily.
WANT TO VOLUNTEER?: For anyone that would like to help out for a few hours over fest, you
can join the Goblins or the Brownies! Goblins are issued a bandana to wear when you are willing to
be pulled by a staff member to help with heavy lifting or moving stuff. As a Brownie you will be
given a short task to do on a specific day and time, such as tidying up areas around the campground. If you would like to know more about volunteer opportunities at Kaleidoscope, please stop
by the volunteer booth beside Reg. Gwen will be at the booth to answer your questions from 10-1
and 3-5 daily, or feel free to ask questions in passing.

THE KNOLL
SACRED SPACES: Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces dedicated to the
rites and deities of many different traditions. All these spaces deserve respect, and many have particular rites and actions that must be observed. To learn more about the Sacred Spaces of the Knoll,
there is a full listing, description and rules/etiquette that apply, at Reg.
LIBRARY: The Raven’s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seating. Please
feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do return all borrowed
books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. Donations of books can be left at
the Registration Hut to be labeled, should you wish to leave any behind. Please do not interrupt
workshops that are going on though!
YE AULD GRUB (The YAG): The YAG is RK’s fry truck, which has traditional yummy junk
food as well as nutritious dinner, breakfast and lunches options. It is fully up to code for fire and
health. There is also a specialty coffee-hut and cold beverage centre. All Hail the Yag-er-meisters!
ICE: Ice can be purchased at $3/bag from the YAG when it is open.
VENDORS: This year, as you enter the magikal marketplace of KG, you will notice that our vending area has expanded. Along the middle is Diagon Alley, with the soap box and busking tent. This
year, we have two new vending rows. On the YAG side is Shakedown Street, which takes its name
from a Grateful Dead song. It is also the name given to the parking lot merchants area at every
Dead show. It’s a magical place of merchandise, food, craziness and magick. On the Yellowbrick
side, leading to the river, Davy Jones' Locker and Pirate Camp is ... the mystical, magickal place
known as Tortuga! New banners denote these exciting new areas for you to shop.
PIXIE BIKES: Thanks to donations Raven’s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. Loaner
bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike racks. You can identify the RK bikes by the caution tape, gold spray paint or tie-die duck tape on the bar. Please do not keep bikes, wagons or children’s bikes for the duration; they are there to be shared by all. If they are not tagged, they are not
Pixie Bikes!
CHARGING, CELLPHONES & LAPTOPS: Cell phones are a way of life these days and many
people want to keep them charged up. A station can be found at the back of the Rookery to charge
your phones and laptops. Due to the cost associated with hundreds of people charging their equipment (more than once a fest, too), we ask that you put $0.50 for a cellphone charge and $2.00 for a
laptop/tablets into the “Comments” box that is located in the Rookery. You are on the honour system on charges. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items. Do not bring your items to registration!
CHARGING, BATTERY PACKS: Battery packs vary in size and cost to re-charge. The Rookery
cannot handle the charging of these items; it may blow a breaker. To charge battery packs, please
go to Registration, and the Hydro Faery will be called to pick up and charge your pack. Price varies
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between $3.00 and $5.00 depending on the size. Please label your item and don’t forget to pick it
up (unless it’s a donation to RK!) Battery packs being charged in the Rookery will be removed. If
charging for things like CPAPs, please bring them in earlier in the day so they can be charged fully
before dark.
ELECTRICAL SET-UPS: There are limited numbers of electrical hook ups. When you have paid
for an electrical site, you will be shown your plug and your cord will be tagged. (Unauthorized
electrical cords will be removed and you will be charged with hydro use.) Hydro is for one family
unit only. Sharing with other campers is not permitted and you risk losing your hydro, period. Air
conditioners and freezers are not allowed. Staff will come along to set you up and turn on your
power. Please be patient! It will get done but it may take a few minutes or a few hours. There are
lots of people and lots of jobs.
PLASTIC CHAIRS / PICNIC TABLES: The plastic white and green chairs are RK’s, and are
not to be removed from the areas you find them in. Please do not bring them back to your camp;
these are for communal use. The red picnic tables are for the YAG. Non-red picnic tables can be
pillaged back to your camp site. All other tables, chairs, lawn chairs, etc. should remain where they
are found.
SKYCLAD: Raven’s Knoll is privileged to be part of the local community. As such, we strive to
be good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children’s camp next door. As such,
please note that you can be skyclad at your own campsite (except those campsites near the beach or
visible to the public from land or water) and at the drumming fire and pond, but clothing is required
for common areas. Because the river is public space used by our neighbours, there is no skyclad or
persons with breasts bathing there. We thank everyone for their support and understanding of our
need to be good neighbours. (Nakedness is not an invitation to staring, physicality or social attention. Treat all with respect and keep KG a safe place.) As well, we do not want our guests (you) to
be gawked at by passing boats.
NESTS: If you see caution tape or chicken wire wooden frames in the berm areas, beach or elsewhere, it is a turtle nest or a ground birds’ nest. Please respect the area and keep children out of the
taped area.
BERMS: The berms around the Drumming Firepit and Pond are not for climbing. Please do not
allow children or adults to play, scamper, sit, etc. on the berms.
INTERNET HOTSPOT: The Knoll has its own Internet hotspot, available for single or multi-day
periods. Register and pay for this service at Registration. You will get a personal password good for
one device only.

GARBAGE AND RECYCLING
RECYCLING CENTRE: The Green Fairy Tent has been a huge success. Work needed to sort
recycling has been reduced and far more people recycled in the past two years. Each day, the recycling centre will be set up for certain set hours where all recycling and LCBO can be sorted and
disposed of by KG guests—without a fee.. You can find the Green Faeries set up behind the
comfort station daily from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Despite the ability to dispose of recycling and LCBO free at the Green Fairies, the Trolls are saddened every year to hear bottles and cans in garbage bags. As Pagans and Earth-loving people, it is
our responsibility to reduce recyclables tossed into landfills. If the Trolls hear recycling in your
garbage, do not be surprised if they hand you a pair of gloves to retrieve it, or resort to public shaming. Please do your part.
GARBAGE RUNS: Garbage runs are between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. when workshops are not being
held. You can spot Wally (the 4x4) and its trailer, or listen for the call to “Bring Out Your Dead.”
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Garbage is $2/bag, recycling (sorted, in clear bags) is $1/bag, LCBO (in separate bag/box) is free.
You can purchase extra garbage or recycling bags at the Rabbit Hole (registration hut). HST is
included.
SHARPS: This year, sharps containers can be found in the bathrooms and at Sick Bay. Do not
dispose of needles in garbage.
ADDITIONAL SORTING CENTRES: People often arrive at Registration carrying coffee, sodas,
etc. that they want to dispose of right there. Similarly, at the YAG, people have purchased items
that need to be disposed of, or have been wandering around Diagon Alley with something in their
hand. Although these are not intended to be used to dispose of your camp refuse, these bins will
have the appropriate items attached to them to help you know what can go in each bin. We ask that
everyone take a quick second to help sort out and dispose of items properly.

PETS
More pets are attending KG these days, due to the costs of kenneling, pets with medical issues, etc.
While we are animal-lovers, we do want KG to be safe and enjoyable for all, human and animal.
Pets need to be registered and must be contained (leashes, crates, etc.) at all times; remember, there
are people with extreme dog phobias. The exception is at the pond or beach if no other guest is
there. Once another guest arrives, dogs must be leashed immediately. If you experience an issue
with an animal or its owner, please contact the Flying Monkeys. Being allowed pets at KG is a
privilege, and we appreciate everyone working together to ensure an enjoyable experience for all.
KG has a few pet-first-aiders on site. Should your pet be injured or become ill, if they can be
moved, please go to the medic tent and ask for the Pet Medic. If the animal cannot be moved, send
someone to find a staff person with a radio and a Pet Medic will be sent to you. Please be sure that
your pet has regular access to shade and water (including going for swims) and keep an eye out for
signs of heat exhaustion. It can come on very quickly and be very serious. Call for the Pet Medic
immediately.
The Yellow Dog Project allows people to know when a dog needs its personal space respected.
These dogs wear yellow to let you know who they are, usually a yellow ribbon or yellow glow stick
attached to their leash or collar. Yellow dogs may be in training, elderly, recovering from surgery,
have special needs or simply needing a break from all the attention they have been getting. You
will probably see yellow dogs at Raven's Knoll from time to time, as yellow dogs often cannot be
kennelled or left with a dog-sitter. When you spot a yellow dog, do not try to pet or touch the dog.
Do not bring your own dog over to greet it. Do not feed him any treats or scraps, as he may have
dietary concerns. In fact, it's best to simply ignore a yellow dog. If you see a yellow dog running
loose, do not attempt to catch it, take its description and location to registration (we have dog and
owner information on file). Remember yellow dogs are GOOD dogs, who just need a little space.
Thank you for your kindness! For more info: http://theyellowdogproject.com

CHARITABLE DONATIONS
Ever since we moved to RK, our local food bank (Eganville & District Community Food Bank) had
been our chosen recipient for charitable donations. In our years here at RK, we have donated a total
of $5,282 through auctions, Prosperity Rituals, tile sales and donations. What a wonderful show of
support for the local community.
CHARITY AUCTION: As requested by the Elders, at the auction, you may choose to have your
donation go towards the Eganville Food Bank or Raven’s Knoll. Your choice is confidential. Items
to donate can be left in the donation bin beside Registration. (BTW, if MA & Auz win a bid, the
money goes to the foodbank, if you wondered).
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SCHE DULE
Over the next few pages you will find the day-by-day schedules. Following that, all the rituals,
concerts, special events and workshops have been placed in one single, alphabetized list. In this
list you will find all ritual descriptions—marked in the schedule with an “R”— beginning with the
word “Ritual” and together under “R” in the alphabetized list. All concerts and special event descriptions—marked with an “E” in the schedule—begin with the word “Event” and are together
under “E” in the alphabetical list.

ANTICI-FEST
7:00 pm
9:00 pm

Saturday, July 29
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ........................................... Munchkinland
Movie ........................................... ........................................... Rookery

7:00 pm
9:00 pm

Sunday, July 30
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ........................................... Munchkinland
Movie ........................................... ........................................... Rookery

1:00 pm
2-4:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm

Monday, July 31
Treasure the Huntress ................... Alli Keeley ........................ Meet at Rookery
Walking Tour - Shrines of RK...... Auz .................................... Meet at Rookery
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ........................................... Munchkinland
Movie ........................................... ........................................... Rookery

9:00 am
10:00 am
4:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
10:00 pm

Tuesday, August 1
Rock Hounding............................. Josh & Heather .................. Meet in parking lot
Tea & Tai Chi ............................... Shen the Unnamed............. Beach
Newbie Welcome Mat .................. Shamrock & Brynn ............ Arch near Staff Camp
Staff Meeting (Things will be closed for an hour) .................... Staff Camp
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ........................................... Munchkinland
Primordial Fire.............................. Primal Forged .................... Drumming Pit

DAILY EVENTS
9:00 am

Yoga ............................................. Laurie Benson ................... Beach
Morning Recharge Meditation ...... Jeff RWW.......................... Stage
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ........................................... Munchkinland
Anytime
Bling-tastic DIY Liquid Bling ...... Tania the Painter................ Diagon Alley
Anytime
Bad Pagan Poetry Comp ............... Ja Sonier ............................ Diagon Alley
Anytime
Pagan Epithet Comp ..................... Ja Sonier ............................ Diagon Alley
Anytime
Treasured Recipes ........................ Melissa Keindal ................. Diagon Alley
Varies (am) Tea & Tai Chi ............................... Shen the Unnamed............. Beach

Pagans Unplugged
September 1-4, 2017 at Raven’s Knoll
This is a simple camping excursion for Pagans, without being plugged in to phones,
computers, and worries. There is no programming, just hanging out with friends doing
regular stuff at the Knoll … swimming, bonfires, stars, hammocks, archery, wandering …
11

R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical
descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

WE DNES DAY, AUGUST 2
Thru the day Magic Show ................................ Loran the Magician ............. Diagon Alley
8:00 am

Witch ‘n’ Stitch ........................... Hilary Dotto-Nudo .............. Playground

9:00 am

Yoga ............................................ Laurie Benson ..................... Beach
Morning Recharge Meditation .... Jeff RWW ........................... Stage

10:00 am

Tea & Tai Chi.............................. Shen the Unnamed .............. Beach

11:00 am

R-Greeting Ritual ........................ Everyone ............................. In front of Stage

11:30 am

Pan’s Running ............................. ............................................ Meet at Rookery
Viking Chest Game ..................... Alli Keeley .......................... Raven’s Field
Your Greatest Treasures .............. WhitTiger ............................ Rookery
Reclaim Your Valuable Mobility Firekeeper Zippo ................. Rookery Grove
Stone Clan Meet-up/Plan............. Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery Annex

2:00 pm

R-Travel to the Women’s Spiral.. Wyldcard ............................. Meet at Rookery
Raven Clan Meet up/Plan ............ Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery Annex
Starting Your Own Pagan Group. VeraVera & Braelor ............ Stage
How to Hang Your Sarong .......... Kitty & Care ........................ Birch Grove

3:30 pm

R-Techno Spirit ........................... Wyldcard ............................. Stage
Regionally App. Witchcraft......... Ang ..................................... Rookery Grove
River Clan Meet up/Plan ............. Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery Annex
Make Your Own Boffer .............. Hobbes ................................ Outside Rookery
Ancient & Medieval Beer ............ Jan Mathieson Wright ......... Rookery
KG Choir Practice ....................... Ja sonier .............................. Beach

5:00 pm

E-Meet, Meat & Mead................. Vikings of the Metal Age .... Viking Camp
E-Elders’ Tea .............................. Wyldcard ............................. Rookery
Heraldry ...................................... Jade Pichette........................ Front of Stage
Sci-Fi Treasure Chests................. Jacky with a Y ..................... Rookery Grove
LGBTTIQQ2S Ritual Planning ... Alex & Friends .................... Elder Grove
KG Percussion Practice ............... Ja Sonier .............................. Birch Grove

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. ........................ ............................................ Munchkinland
Newbie Welcome Mat ................. Shamrock & Brynn ............. Arch by Staff Camp

7-9:00 pm

Drumming 101 ............................ TomyHawk & Lugh ............ The Forge

8:00 pm

E-Concert .................................... Ginger Doss ........................ Stage

8-10:00 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ........... Hobbes ................................ Sign up at Reg

9:00 pm

R-Fire Lighting Ritual ................. ............................................ Drumming Firepit
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical
descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

THURS DAY, AUGUST 3
8:00 am

Witch & Stitch ............................ Hilary Dotto-Nudo .............. Playground

9:00 am

Morning Recharge Meditation .... Jeff RWW............................ Stage
Yoga ........................................... Laurie Benson ..................... Beach

10:00 am

R-Trials of Artemis ..................... The Huntress Council .......... Meet at Rookery
Throat Singing ............................ WhitTiger ............................ Rookery Grove
Tea & Tai Chi ............................. Shen the Unnamed............... Beach
Sculpting Treasures .................... Kitty & Care ........................ Rookery

11:30 am

Pop Cultured Practice ................. Agamotto Vishanti .............. Rookery
Self-Care ..................................... Wyldcard ............................. Stage
Demon Hunting .......................... Taras .................................... Rookery Annex
Metal & Magic .......................... Helmut ................................. Rookery Grove

12:00 pm

Announcing mead judges ........... Gypsy Birch......................... Soap Box

2:00 pm

Bog Clan Meet-up/Plan .............. Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery Annex
Poly 101...................................... Nadia & Stephen ................. Rookery
Adult Bardic Workshop .............. Hobbes................................. Stage
Creating a Sacred Space ............. J.S. Daunais ......................... Rookery Grove

3:30 pm

R-Men’s Warrior Circle.............. Stern Paul, Firekp. Zippo..... Birch Grove
E-KG Auction ............................. Raven’s Knoll ...................... Stage
LARP Intro Session .................... Andrew Jennings ................. Rookery Annex
Pagan Chanting........................... Katie Gajdacs ...................... Rookery Grove
KG Choir Practice ...................... Ja Sonier .............................. Beach

4:00 pm

HalfLing Beats............................ TomyHawk, Tristan, Ja ....... The Forge

5:00 pm

Pine Clan Meet-up/Plan .............. Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery Annex
Rites of Raven’s Knoll Panel ...... Book Authors ...................... Rookery Grove
Treasures Within The Dance ...... Starr ..................................... In Front of Stage
Finding Your Way Home ........... Marie ................................... Meet at Rookery
KG Percussion Practice .............. Ja Sonier .............................. Birch Grove

7:00 pm

E-Mead Competition .................. Gypsy .................................. Staff Camp
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ............................................. Munchkinland
Newbie Welcome Mat ................ Shamrock & Brynn .............. Arch by Staff Camp
Treasured Bodies ........................ Laurie Benson ..................... Cauldron

7-9:00 pm

Drumming 102............................ TomyHawk & Lugh ............ The Forge

8:00 pm

E-Concert.................................... Hexenklad ........................... Stage
E-Midnight Madness!!! .............. Vendors ............................... Diagon Alley

8-10 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service .......... Hobbes................................. Sign up at Reg
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FRI DAY, AUGUST 4
8:00 am

Witch ‘n’ Stitch ........................... Hilary Dotto-Nudo .............. Playground

9:00 am

Morning Recharge Meditation .... Jeff RWW ........................... Stage
Yoga ............................................ Laurie Benson ..................... Beach

10:00 am

R-Stag King................................. Dead Stags .......................... Meet at the Beach
Treasures Within the Dance ........ Starr..................................... In Front of Stage
Grounding & Shielding ............... Marie ................................... Birch Grove
C-Youth Forum ........................... Jeff RWW ........................... Rookery

11:30 am

Tea & Tai Chi.............................. Shen the Unnamed .............. Beach
Sparklies Inside & Out ................ Sarah Wibberley.................. Rookery
The Treasures Within .................. Helene Arts ......................... Rookery Annex
Long Hidden Friends ................... Angela ................................. Rookery Grove
KG Choir Practice ....................... Ja Sonier .............................. Stage

Noon–10 pm Moonlight Menagerie LARP ....... Andrew Jennings ................. Meet at Rookery
1:00 pm

KG Percussion Practice ............... Ja Sonier .............................. Stage

2:00 pm

The Treasure of Training ............. Julie Desrosiers ................... Rookery
Teen Sexuality ............................. Pegacorn, Gypsy, Kadri ...... Stage
Hearth Craft 101 .......................... Melissa Keindel .................. Rookery Annex
Treasure Tunes! ........................... Christina .............................. Rookery Grove

3:30 pm

R-Women’s Warrior Circle ......... Linda Demissy .................... Birch Grove
E-Wine & Cheese ........................ Ron Lyen ............................. Front of Rookery
Runes 101 .................................... J.S. Daunais......................... In Rookery
The Art of Henna......................... Sarah Rogers ....................... Rookery Grove

4:30 pm

Pride Parade prep ........................ Alex & Friends .................... Meet at Rookery

5:00 pm

E-Pride Parade............................. Leaves from Rookery

5:30 pm

R-LGBTTIQQ2S Ritual .............. Alex & Freinds ................... Birch Grove

6:00 pm

Newbie Welcome Mat ................. Shamrock & Brynn ............. Arch by Staff Camp

6:30 pm

R-Third Gender Ritual................. Jacky & Cookie Alex .......... Birch Grove

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. ........................ ............................................ Munchkinland
E-Newbie Meet & Greet .............. Shammy, Brynn, Friends..... Arch by Staff Camp

7:30-9:00 pm Drumming 103 ............................ TomyHawk & Lugh ............ The Forge
8:00 pm

E-Concert .................................... Sharon Knight ..................... Stage

8-10 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ........... Hobbes ................................ Sign up at Reg

After Concert E-Campfire Singalong ................. Kat S, Christina C ............... Hearth Firepit
E-Tabletop gaming 18+ ............... Melissa Keindel .................. Rookery
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical
descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5
9:00 am

E-Bardic sign-up (starts) ............. ............................................. Registration
Yoga ........................................... Laurie .................................. Beach
Morning Recharge Meditation .... Jeff RWW............................ Stage

10:00 am

Kid’s Bardic Workshop .............. Hobbes................................. Stage
Tea & Tai Chi ............................. Shen the Unnamed............... Beach
Pets: Treasures in Path of Life .... Drew Thomson .................... Rookery
Treasured Herbs.......................... Laurie Benson ..................... Meet at the Rookery
Intro to Reiki............................... Keenan................................. Rookery Grove

11:30 am

R-Kids’ Warrior Circle ............... Ambre Côté ......................... Birch Grove
The Art of Henna ........................ Sarah Rogers ....................... In Front of Rookery
Barometric Balancing ................. Marie ................................... Rookery Annex
Treasures of Philosophy ............. Helene Arts .......................... Rookery Grove
Introduction to Mermaiding ........ Cheryl-ann Harling .............. Beach

1:30 pm

Rides to the Drumming Fire for mobility impaired .................. Meet at Registration

2:00 pm

R-Main Ritual: The Great Gift ... Julie Desrosiers ................... Drumming Fire

3:30 pm

E-Children’s Bardic .................... Hobbes................................. Stage
R-Mead of Poetry ....................... J.S. Daunais ......................... Vé (meet at Standing
.................................................... ............................................. Stone)
Treasures of Hermetic Qabalah .. Robert .................................. Rookery Annex
A Wiccan’s Treasury of Tools .... Heather Wright .................... Rookery Grove
Trans Talk................................... Abhann ................................ Munchkinland
Tarot Reading for all Levels ....... Colleen O’Brien .................. Rookery

5:00 pm

E-Treasure Trade (Swap Meet)... Kitty & Care ........................ Rookery
R-Teen’s Warrior Circle ............. Ambre Côté ......................... Birch Grove
Performance Shamanism ............ Taras .................................... Stage
Poly & Love Languages ............. Nadia & Stephen ................. Rookery Annex
KG Festival Choir....................... Ja Sonier .............................. Beach
Havamal Witches ........................ Jade, Brynn, Alli, Jaxe ......... Rookery Grove

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. ....................... ............................................. Munchkinland
Newbie Welcome Mat ................ Shamrock & Brynn .............. Arch near Staff Camp

8:15 pm

Ride to the Bardic ....................... Brendan & Duchess ............. Meet at the Rookery

Dusk

E-Bardic Competition ................. Jock McGregor .................... Drumming Firepit

After Bardic KG Percussion Ensemble Performance .................................... Drumming Firepit
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical
descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

SUN DAY, AUGUST 6
9:00 am

Tea & Tai Chi ..............................Shen the Unnamed .............. Beach
Morning Recharge Meditation .....Jeff RWW............................ Stage

10:00 am

R-Men’s Cairn Walk ...................Jeff RWW............................ Meet at Rookery
Methods of Divination .................Cheryl-ann Harling .............. Rookery
The Anywhere Workout ..............Bunny .................................. In Front of Stage
Gratitude to Gaia .........................WhitTiger ............................ Rookery Grove

11:30 am

R-Mixed Warrior Circle ..............Stern Paul, Firekp. Zippo..... Birch Grove
Stitch & Witch .............................Matt McLauchlin ................. Rookery
Numerology .................................Jill Sibbitt ............................ Rookery Grove
Treasure The Body ......................Alli Keeley .......................... Stage

2:00 pm

R-All Genders Ritual ...................Alex & Kelly ....................... In front of the Stage
Soul Trekker ................................Colleen O’Brien .................. Rookery Annex
Runes 201 ....................................J.S. Daunais ......................... Rookery

3:30 pm

R-Prosperity Ritual ................................................................... Munchkinland
R-Ancestors/Treasures of Past .....Jeff RWW............................ Meet at Rookery
E-Sunday Beach Party .................Keenan ................................ Beach
Treasures Within the Dance.........Starr ..................................... In Front of Stage

5:00 pm

Imperfect Source Material ...........Angela ................................. Rookery Annex
Herbal Hoard ...............................Linda Demissy..................... Rookery Grove
Treasure Your Beard ...................Josh Farro ............................ Rookery
Gender-Crossing/Magical Act .....Jade Pichette ........................ Birch Grove

7:00 pm

KG Fest Choir Performance ..................................................... Stage
Friends of Bill W. ..................................................................... Munchkinland

8:00 pm

E-Concert.....................................Metamorph .......................... Stage

8-10 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ...........Hobbes ................................ Sign up at Reg

9:30-11 pm

Teens’ Hide & Seek .....................Etienne Price ....................... Meet at Rookery

MON DAY, AUGUST 7
9:00 a.m.

Morning Recharge Meditation .....Jeff RWW............................ Stage

2:00 p.m.

R-Farewell Ritual ........................Auz & MA........................... In front of stage
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MUNCHKINLAN D KI DS PROGRAM
Programming at the Munchkinland Cabin usually runs from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. unless otherwise noted. If the door has a “Closed” sign on it and the lights are out, please don’t come in - this
area is not to be used other than for programmed workshops.
Children over five can be left at Munchkinland but parents must advise staff of where they can be
found. Please sign your child in and out, and accompany children under 5 years of age. Many
teens who are “graduates” of Munchkinland and have taken their babysitting course are available
to help your young ones if you need to present a workshop or vend. You can inquire as to who is
available, but this is not a service offered by KG or Raven’s Knoll; it is strictly a private arrangement.
This schedule includes the official Munchkinland program, as well as other workshops and events
that would appeal to younger audiences. There is not a limit on the age of kids welcome – or even
if adults want to come and join us for a craft or event, please do!

WE DNES DAY, AUGUST 2
10:00 a.m.

Meet & Greet ............................... ............................................ Munchkinland

11:00 a.m.

Make a Dragon ............................ ............................................ Munchkinland

11:30 a.m.

E-Pan’s Running ......................... ............................................ Meet at Rookery

12:00 p.m.

Dragon Eggs ................................ ............................................ Munchkinland

3:30 p.m.

Make Your Own Boffer .............. Hobbes ................................ Outside Rookery

THURS DAY, AUGUST 3
10:00 a.m.

Making Our Own Little Treasures............................................ Munchkinland

11:00 a.m.

Treasures Chests .......................... ............................................ Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

More Treasures! .......................... ............................................ Munchkinland

3:30 p.m.

LARP Intro Session ..................... Andrew Jennings ................. Rookery Annex

4:00 p.m.

HalfLing Beats ............................ TomyHawk, Tristan & Ja .... The Forge
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FRI DAY, AUGUST 4
10:00 am

Pirates! ........................................ .............................................Munchkinland

10:00 am

Youth Forum ............................... Jeff RWW ............................Rookery

11:00 am

Making Your Own Pirate Flag .... .............................................Munchkinland

11:30 am

Making a Mermaid Necklace ...... .............................................Munchkinland

12:00 pm

Making a Mermaid ...................... .............................................Munchkinland

Noon–10 pm E-Moonlight Menagerie LARP ... Andrew Jennings .................Meet at Rookery
After concert E-Campfire Singalong................. Pirate Kat & Christina..........Hearth Firepit

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5
10:00 am

Looking for Treasure! ................. .............................................Munchkinland
Kid’s Bardic Workshop .............. Hobbes .................................Stage

11:00 am

The Key to the Treasure .............. .............................................Munchkinland

12:00 pm

Magical Egg Hunt ....................... .............................................Munchkinland

12:30 pm

Finishing Projects From Earlier in the Week ............................Munchkinland

3:30 pm

E-Children’s Bardic .................... Hobbes .................................Stage

SUN DAY, AUGUST 6
10 am-1 pm

Face Painting with Tania Crook .. .............................................Munchkinland

MON DAY, AUGUST 7
10 am -1 pm Clean up and Take Your Treasures Home! ...............................Munchkinland

Can’t get the kids to sleep?
Are they bouncing off the tent walls?
Who you gonna call?

BEDTIME BARDIC SERVICE!
Yes, for just $10 a real live KG BARD will
come right to your camp site to tell your
child a bedtime story or sing them a song.
Sign up at registration today!
18

This service is
Hobbes Approved!

WORKSHOPS, EVENTS AN D RITUALS
18-plus Table Top Gaming (Melissa Keindel) Are you a fan of Catan, Pandemic, or Cards
Against Humanity? Come out and enjoy some tabletop games for the adult crowd.
A Wiccan's Treasury of Tools 101 (Heather W) This is a very informal workshop for beginners
that are curious, interested in and starting to practice Wicca. I will be talking about the basics regarding Wiccan altar tools in the Odyssean tradition, and their use. If you have some to share, by
all means bring the "treasures" you use and share them with the group.
Adult Bardic Workshop (Hobbes) Are you planning on performing in the adult
bardic? The KG bardic has its own unique challenges, so you need to be prepared!
Hobbes will share his tips and tricks to help you with voice projection, presence,
and body language. If you are planning on performing in a bardic during KG, you
should take this workshop!
Ancestors: The Treasure of Our Own Past (Jeff RWW) Come join me for a new tradition: A
walk to the Standing Stone to honour all ancestors. We will bring small offerings (preferably nothing that will cause smells, out of respect for those camping nearby). We will call on the ancestors to
hear us and give thanks, for the treasure of our lives would not be possible without them. Then we
will go around the circle giving folk the chance to share a story of their ancestors while placing
their offering by the Standing Stone.
Ancient and Medieval Beer (Jan Mathieson Wright) Come learn about ale-wives, gruits, and
beer before hops. This historical overview of beer-making will concentrate on medieval Europe
when beer was brewed primarily by women and flavoured with a variety of common sweet, spicy,
medicinal and magical herbs, instead of the bitter hops that are primarily used today. Bring a drinking vessel to taste some modern gruit-style beers (19+ only).
Bad Pagan Poetry Competition (Ja Sonier) Anyone can write a halfway
decent poem. A few can write truly ennobling and edifying works that inspire us all. But not all treasures gleam with an inner light. It takes a true
genius to write something so bad that it shifts us into a new (downwardsloping) paradigm, so utterly, abysmally awful that one can only laugh hysterically. Bring forth your inner Vogon. This is a competition for the worst
original pagan-themed poetry ever written. Write an original poem before or
at fest. Drop your submission in the box at Registration. Points will be awarded for pretension,
appropriate brevity, misuse of literary devices, on whether it makes us laugh, cringe or, best of all,
both. Mere mediocrity will not suffice—your piece must be well and truly and deliberately awful.
Barometric Balancing - Weathering the Storm (Marie/Danica) Your time is precious - a gifted
treasure we give ourselves. No one wants to be thwarted by the pressures of an oncoming storm
taking our time away and affecting our present. Learn how to work with the energies of a storm to
negate or lessen the effects of barometric headaches and other ailments in the body. Tune in, harmonize and shift to reduce the effects of the storm.
Bedtime Bardic Service (Hobbes) Having trouble putting the kids to bed during Fest? There's
nothing quite like a bedtime story or song to end the day perfectly, ensuring a good night's sleep.
That's why the bards of KG are offering the Bedtime Bardic service. For only $10 (which will be
donated to a KG charity), a KG bard will visit your camp and perform for you and your family with
stories or songs (20 minute time limit). Sign up at registration, where you can pick the Bard and
time slot for the visit. You can pay the bard at the end of the performance.
Bling-tastic: DIY Liquid Bling (Tania the Painter) In this workshop treasure is skin deep! Go
home with your own custom made squeezable bottle of glittery, gorgeous liquid bling for decorating your skin, embellishing tattoos with sparkly awesomeness, or creating your own glitter henna
designs. This workshop will be ongoing throughout fest, just drop by Tania's vending booth in Diagon Alley. $5 material fee.
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Bog Clan Meet-Up and Planning (Julie Desrosiers) You've been gathering online for a month
now, but today is the day you gather in person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure
for offering at the main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to
expect in the ritual, and answer your questions.
Campfire Singalong (Kat Summerbell and Christina Caldarelli) The evening campfire sing-a-long has become an annual tradition that grows in popularity every year.
Share a song or request a song. Everyone is welcome to join in. Pagan chants, sea shanties, traditional folk songs, old favourites from Girl Guide camp. You name it, we’ll try to sing it.
Professional voices not necessary. Song-books, enthusiasm, instruments and marshmallows welcome.
Clan of the Pines Meet-Up and Planning (Julie Desrosiers) You've been gathering online for a
month now, but today is the day you gather in person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your
treasure for offering at the main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through
what to expect in the ritual, and answer your questions.
Creating and Working in a Sacred Space (Jean Sébastien Daunais) We'll discuss the basics of
creating a sacred space or circle. I will show people how to create a sacred space but also why we
do things a certain way.
Demon Hunting: Theory And Practice (Taras) Demons are unseen malevolent forces that thrive
parasitically inside people, distorting their perceptions, subverting their reason, and directing their
actions toward failure. We've all been possessed by a demon at one point or another - but we can
beat them, because we're stronger than they are. This workshop, compatible with all spiritual paths,
will present a full overview of the concept of demonic influence, as well as techniques - both timehonoured and contemporary - to fight the demons within yourself and others.
Drumming 101 (TomyHawK & Lugh) Drumming 101 is the place to start! Bring a
drum and let's learn the basics together.
Drumming 102 (TomyHawK & Lugh) Playing together. Learn techniques when
playing with a group.
Drumming 103 (TomyHawK & Lugh) Practise makes perfect. Come together and
jam together!
Event - Elder's Tea (Wyldcard) Meet at the Rookery and have a cup of tea. This year we will be
discussing how to help our elders adjust to their new roles. Bring your favourite cup, mug, chalice,
or stein.
Event - Ginger Doss Concert Ginger is a performing songwriter, music producer, spiritual practitioner, and speaker. Her dynamic and compelling songwriting explores multiple genres, including
rock, alternative groove, tribal and folk and is inspired from a passionate and diverse study of spirituality. She will be performing with the accomplished singer songwriter Lynda Millard; part of
such groups as Dreamtrybe and Velvet Hammer.
Event - Hexenklad Concert Hexenklad are a melodic, folk-inspired black metal band with thematic leanings towards nature, a respect for magick and ancient religions, and personal enlightenment and freedom. (You may recognize Timothy “Voldamares” Johnston, a longtime Fester and
resident of Viking Camp, as the lead vocalist.)
Event - Sharon Knight Concert Sharon Knight and Winter are internationally touring musicians
in the mythic-Celtic vein. Their penchant for combining fierce and gutsy bravado with ethereal
beauty, a hearty dose of fantastical lyrics, and an obvious love of storytelling has inspired their own
style, “Neofolk Romantique.”
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Event - Metamorph Concert Metamorph are the duo Margot Day and Kurtis Knight, whose
sound is “pagan pop electronic dance.” Day is a songstress intertwining her a multi-ranged vocals
and flute. Knight offers a beautiful presence with his keyboard samples, loops, soundscapes, guitar,
and dance beats.
Event - Kaleidoscope Auction Come bid on cool Pagan-y stuff! As requested by the Elders, at the
auction, you may choose to have your donation go towards the festival charity, the Eganville and
District Food Bank, or to Raven’s Knoll. Your choice is confidential.
Event - Kids Bardic (Hobbes) If you're a kid with a special talent that you want to show off, this
is your chance to hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG kids bardic is the
place where kids get to shine and entertain. The winner of the KG kids bardic gets to perform their
piece in the adult bardic on Saturday night!
Event - Magic Show with Loran the Magician Magician and illusionist Loran's wizardry will
mesmerize all your senses! With over 700 performances in Asia, touring shows throughout Africa,
as well as Canada, and numerous appearances on television and on films, the illusionist Loran is an
artist magician whose magic is sure to amaze and mystify! Loran will be joining us at the Primordial Fire 2017, August 1st at 10 pm. He will also dazzle us with performances in Diagon Alley
throughout the day Wednesday. Experience the magic of fire eating with the Magician Loran. Like
an artist before his canvas, Loran will paint your evening sky using the light of his magical flames!
Event - Mead Competition Do you make mead? Drop off your bottle (or bottles) at Staff Camp by
Thursday at 5 p.m. to enter. The winner will be announced at the Bardic Competition. Not a meadmaker, but enjoy tasting mead? Would you like to be a judge? This year, a panel of judges will be
selected randomly from the community. Six judges will be drawn from KG attendees, and one
judge will be drawn from KG staff. To be eligible, you must be 19+, have no allergies (for safety
reasons), and enter your name into the draw box outside Registration. Names must be entered by
11a.m. on Thursday, and the draw for judges will take place at noon at the Soap Box. Draw results
will be posted at Registration. Judging will be in secret, closed to competitors and the public.
Event - Meet, Meat and Mead (Vikings of the Metal Age) Come to viking camp and meet the
mighty vikings! You are all welcome to a feast. It's the best way to meet new people and ask questions about heathenry. Just bring a chair, your cutlery and your smile, and we'll provide the meat
and the mead. Open to everyone.
Event - Moonlight Menagerie LARP (Andrew Jennings) It's the return of the wildly popular
children's LARP. The Dreadhaven Troupe has come to the Knoll, who knows what tales they will
tell, what wares they will sell and what may dwell in the dark when only the bones, spells and the
cards may tell. Be careful what you look for, it might just find you instead. Open to kids 10 and up,
the LARP will involve a 2-hour pre-game workshop, followed by the game itself from noon til
10pm the following day.
Event - Newbie Meet & Greet (Shamrock, Brynn and Friends) Open to all newbies. Come and
meet other newcomers to our community. Ask those difficult questions that have been plaguing
you, like “How do I tie on this stupid sarong?” or “Where did I pitch my tent last night?” Find answers, guidance, support, and laughter. Elders and fest regulars are invited to join in and share their
wisdom with new fest-goers.
Event - Pride Parade Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! The parade will precede
the LGBTTIQQ2S ritual and wend its way all through Raven‘s Knoll, spreading
the rainbow spirit to all Fest-goers. Feel free to join in as the Parade comes your
way! All are welcome. Participants will meet at the Rookery before the parade
to decorate the trailer / float.

Workshops continued on page 24
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Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces d
All these spaces deserve respect, and many have particular rit
learn more about the Sacred Spaces of the Knoll, there is a
Registration.
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dedicated to the rites and deities of many different traditions.
tes and actions that must be observed to show that respect. To
full listing, description and any rules/etiquette that apply at
23

WORKSHOPS CONTINUE D...
Event - Rockhounding: Quartz Mines & Beryl Pit (Heather & Josh) Let's go to the Rose
Quartz Mines and the Beryl Pit! We will meet in the parking lot at 9am on Tuesday, August 1, and
will leave at 9:15am SHARP! We will be travelling to Quadville to meet with the owner of the
mines and he will give instruction from there. Please come prepared for the weather (no open-toed
shoes), something to carry your items in, a small snack and plenty of fluids. There is a $15 fee
(children under 12 free).
Event - Sunday Beach Party (Keenan Viau) It's nearing the end of Fest. Campers are striking
their tents. Cars are being packed. But wait! What are you going to do with all this leftover food?
Why, bring it to the beach of course! Come to the beach to share your leftovers with other campers,
mingle, and listen to traditional and popular tunes. If you have an instrument, bring it! Weather
permitting.
Event - Teen Hide And Go Seek (Etienne Price) It's a big nighttime game of Hide and Go Seek
for ages 12-20 with specific limits. Everyone will be glowsticked and YOU MUST HAVE A
FLASHLIGHT.
Event - Treasure Trade (Kitty & Care) If you agree that swapping is the new shopping, then this
event is for you! Drop off your no-longer-loved (but still in good condition) bells, sarongs, pendants, tarot cards, runes, horns, cloaks, books, etc... with Kitty at The Wimple. Items will be presented individually (like an auction, but FREE!). If several people are interested in the same thing,
we'll roll a couple of dice to settle any disputes.
Event - Wine and Cheese (Ron Lyen) Some treasure gold, others lands, but there is a treasure that
can transend all material wealth: the gathering for friends and family. For this year's theme of treasures we will celebrate each other with the annual wine and cheese. We invite everyone to bring
their favourite cheese (and crackers) and wine to share with others. 19 and older only.
Finding Their Way Home: Protecting Community Treasures (Marie/Danica) We often have
dreams of leaving a legacy - whether that's a bank account, a business, altruistic impact or a collection of antiques. In truth, the real legacy is the children of the community. As parents, we are responsible for teaching them our magical ways, teaching them right and wrong, and how to function
in the world at large. This workshop teaches the skill of landmarking and is suitable for parents
who wish to adventure with their 7+ year old children on a trip around a few key parts Raven's
Knoll to identify landmarks to use while on site. This skill can be brought home to help your children find their way back to you.
AA/NA (Friends of Bill W.) Some have a difficult time with the Well of Dionysus, the gold of
Ægir's Cauldron, Kvasir's Blood, or the products of Faerie Wings. If that describes you, then you
are welcome to hang out for some positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply get
some things off your chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to maintain the trust and anonymity
of other participants. Come together, and find support for your path in life from a community of
sober, magic-loving people. Meetings daily.
Gender-Crossing as a Magickal Act (Jade Pichette) There are no introductory
books on paganism, heathenry, or witchcraft that touch on gender-crossing. This
workshop will integrate the themes of gender crossing, queerness, guising, and gender-crossers as tricksters. Gender constrains us and divides us. But, what of those
gender-crossers who look to bring about a revolution of the society and a transformation of self? We will examine folklore and mythd of gender-crossing and how those
apply to us today; discuss how we have utilized the crossing of gender to gain power by breaking
taboo; and look at how tricksters have utilized gender-crossing historically and how this relates to
us today. Drawing on personal experience and scholarship this workshop will centre queer, trans,
and non-binary narratives of witchcraft and magickal traditions.
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Gratitude to Gaia and the Spiritual Path of the Soul (WhitTiger aka RP) This workshop is
open to those who have an open heart and mind, those who are of higher spiritual evolution, and
those that know that the stuff that comes out of my mouth usually makes sense. This workshop
includes two meditations: the world of light meditation and the heart grid meditation (based on
the Christ consciousness grid).
Grounding, Centering & Sheilding for Beginners (Marie/Danica) For beginners, a basic energy working workshop. Highly recommended for anyone who wants a refresher. Learn how to
shield and ground properly. Work on your basic 'kenning' skills. Have fun!
HalfLing Beats (TomyHawK, TristanHawK & Ja) HalfLing Beats is a workshop for our
young people 5-12. Your young one will experience creating music utilizing many different instruments - drums and so much more. We will have an assortment of instruments available as but
please bring your own if you can. Even a pot or pan will do! Children 7 or under must come with
a guardian. This workshop will take place at The Forge.
Havamal Witches: Confronting Sexism and Transphobia in the Heathen World (Jade,
Brynja, Alli, Jaxe) Many have seen the now globally-recognized hashtag #HavamalWitches,
started by our own Jade Pichette. It’s about Heathen women and Femmes having enough with the
blatant and passive sexism, and phobic behaviours that lurk within our global communities. We
are challenging stereotypes, our men-folk and ourselves to grow and create a safe, beautiful and
inclusive Heathen spaces. This talk will be led by four of our community's leading Gynthia, and
we ain't pulling any punches. There will be open talk about raw experiences, which we hope will
help create a safe place for others to speak out about their own experiences and bring healing.
While others can learn how to stand against the sexist and phobic behaviours that exist within our
communities. We will also be discussing ways how men can change their privileged perceptions
and become strong allies to their and Femmes sisters.

THE BLOCK PAGAN PROGRAM
So you were looking for the cauldron, but you fell
through a fairy ring, and somehow ended up on 42?
You’re lost, confused, and scared! But luckily you
see a Block Pagan sign. You know you can stumble
in and ask those uncomfortable questions like:
“Where am I?” or “Who am I?” or even “WTF??”
We know that as a Newbie it can be intimidating to
walk up to someone and introduce yourself. You
might really want to meet people from different paths,
but you’re not sure how to go about it. And some enclaves can look particularly
unnerving, full of strange people, holding big swords, and wearing far too little
clothing! We understand. So for those Newbies who want to make those connections and ask those questions we have marked certain sites with a Block Pagan
sign. These indicate that those sites are open for visitors. Yes! They WANT you to
wander in and sit for a spell. Feel free to ask them about their spiritual path. We
promise, they won’t bite!
Parents, tell your children to look for a Block Pagan sign if they get lost or separated from you. The people in these camps will look after your child and find a
Flying Monkey or other staff member to find and reunite you.
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Hearth Craft 101- Basic Camp Cooking (Melissa Keindel) So you've decided to
go camping at a festival. You have a tent, a sleeping bag and a cooler. Now what
can you fit in that cooler? What are you going to bloody eat?? Designed for both
newbies and the more experienced, Hearth Craft 101 will explore easily-adaptable
recipes you can make ahead of time or right at your camp. We will also touch on
meal planning and how the right cooking equipment can make camp life easier.
Heraldry (Jade Pichette) HAIL! HAIL! HAIL! The call is heard from across the land. We will
learn of the calls to our ancestors, to prepare for the times of strife, to be able to call the warriors to
battle … or maybe you just want to be heard across the campground. This workshop will touch on
the history of heralds and criers, but will focus primarily on personal experience as the Herald of
the Procession of Nerthus as part of Well & Tree Gathering. Learn how to become a herald yourself. Guests may also demonstrate how to sound a blowing or calling horn.
Herbal Hoard – Western Energetics (Linda Demissy) After teaching the six elements of western
herbal energetics and how they treat the six diseased tissue states, we’ll dig up the medicine treasure chest I bring to every fest. What herbs should you hoard and what does each one treat? River
herbs defeat airy dryness. Pond herbs treat stormy tension. This simple system is a lost treasure, a
Rosetta stone that makes remembering what herbs do so much simpler than learning a pile properties. And this secret will be yours. Is health not worth more than gold?
How to Hang Your Sarong (Kitty & Care) Whether you call them sarongs, pareos or even
lavalavas, we all know that there are a multitude of ways to tie them. Do you know just how many
different ways? Neither do we, but we haven't run out of new ideas yet! This is an interactive workshop, so come wearing your favourite sarong, ready to share your favourite styles. If you're a bit
body shy, feel free to wear a bathing suit or other coverup underneath, but please don't feel that you
need to - we’re a friendly & accepting bunch.
How To Reclaim Your Valuable Mobility (Firekeeper Zippo) Chronic illness is a devastating
burden. Pain, depression, anxiety, stigma are daily occurrences for us, and no end is in sight. Nevertheless, we still find ways to carry on, and in some rare cases, even reduce the symptoms we deal
with. Through a combination of low-impact exercise, cognitive techniques, mindfulness, and tribebuilding, let's explore how we can regain some control over these symptoms. We can reclaim the
treasures we have lost. We will engage in a light, low-impact exercise geared at increasing mobility. Please bring a water bottle.
Intro to a Pop Cultured Practice (Agamotto Vishanti) A lecture and discussion about pop culture paganism, the multiverse and how one might incorporate one's favorite pop icons and characters into practice. Whether you see the multiverse or facets and representations of deity, the umbrella of pop culture paganism may have something for you.
Intro to Reiki (Keenan Viau) This workshop will teach the fundamentals of Reiki, a Japanesebased hands-on healing technique. Learn how to heal yourself by channeling universal energy (ReiKi) through your hands. This alternative healing technique aids in dealing with anxiety, depression,
acute and chronic pain, and promotes peace of mind. We will focus on the first level in the Usui
Reiki style, will contain a group healing (similar to a Reiki Meet) and meditation.
Introduction to Mermaiding (Cheryl-ann Harling) Cheryl-ann will share one of her favourite
hobbies: Mermaiding with a monofin! You will learn about types of monofins and tails, mermaiding schools/festivals, and water safety, as well as discussing free diving methods. A demonstration
of mermaid makeup will make you look MerMazing! We will each pull a mermaid oracle card and
contemplate the meaning. You can see the tail and monofin and try mermaiding in the water following the workshop. Mermaiding only in the buoyed area.
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Kaleidoscope Gathering Festival Choir (Ja Sonier) The tradition continues. Participants will
meet every day (Wednesday through to Sunday) to warm up and stretch our voices, to create, arrange and learn a few pagan-oriented songs and arrangements. We will perform Sunday night to
open the main evening concert. The Choir is open to all.
Kaleidoscope Gathering Percussion Ensemble (Ja Sonier) A series of workshop/rehearsals designed to help the drummers of KG learn to work together in creating original percussion pieces
and arrangements, towards the goal of performance. Participants will meet every day (Wednesday
through to Sunday) to warm up and hone individual and collective drumming skills, and to create
pieces which we will perform to open the Saturday firepit following Bardic. All are welcome, and
some loaner drums will be available.
Kids Bardic Workshop (Hobbes) Hobbes will teach the kids the basic of performing in a bardic,
including voice projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop includes a brief
history of bardic arts and what roles bards play in our society.
Long Hidden Friends (Angela Grey) There's an old joke that Pagan faiths are "religions of the
library," and when most of us want to read about our path, the siren call of the occult section can be
irresistible. But there are some pretty great books lurking in other sections of the library that have
some surprisingly pagan content. Most of these hidden gems will never show up on a pagan recommended reading list, but seeking them out is well worth the effort. Join us for some enthusiastic
book reviews, and a few select readings, of treasures you may want to add to your shelf.
Make your own Boffer Weapon (Hobbes) Learn how to make your own boffer weapon from
PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape. You will also learn how to care for your boffer weapon
and fight with it safely. These are the weapons used the in the popular Warrior Circle events. Preregistration required. Ages 8 to 15 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. $10 material fee.
Metal and Magic (Helmut) The role of the smith and metal within a pagan community both ritually and magically was a unique and very important one that spanned all cultures around the world.
As a smith I need to know as much as why what I do creates an effective ritual tool as what it does.
Therefore my research was a curious mix of science and mythology and produced and set of 'rules'
of how magic works with metal. These rules allows the results of using metal with magic to be
consistent and predictable. This is important because, while the ancients only had 7 metals to work
with, we have over 200 and with this information we can predict how any metal will work magically.
Metallic Polyphonic Overtone Throat Singing (WhitTiger aka RP) You don't need to be a
singer. Just bring patience, a bottle of water for your vocal cords, and no corsets.
Methods of Divination Show and Tell (Cheryl-ann Harling) Bring your treasured favourite divination tools. Cheryl-ann will be bring sets of oracle cards, tarot cards, pendulum, crystal ball, scrying bowl, stying stones, etc. Everyone is free to experiment and become familiar with these. Bring
your favourites and show them off. All participants please be mindful that permission is needed
before touching others' magical tools. We will have a brainstorming session about different methods where physical tools are not needed. We can all learn from each other!

KornuKopia Gathering
September 15 to 17, 2017 at Raven’s Knoll
A gathering for Pagans to celebrate the last bounty of the
summer and the turning of the Wheel of the Year into fall,
honouring the gods in mirth and reverence.
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Morning Recharge Meditation (Jeff RWW) It takes energy to run around
all day and gather all the nom nom treasure.... errr... knowledge. Come join
us for a morning guided meditation to recharge the batteries, calm the soul,
and prepare for another day. This meditation will vary slightly from day to
day but will concentrate on breathing and some visualization.
Newbie Welcome Mat (Shamrock and Brynn) Did you just stumble into this strange land for the
first time? Are you asking yourself, who are these strange people? And WHAT ON EARTH ARE
THEY WEARING??? Are you stumbling around looking for the bathroom, or more importantly
the Fire Pit? Don’t worry! These are all signs that you may be a Newbie. Fortunately it isn’t catching and the symptoms are only temporary. For a quick cure come to our newbie welcome mat. Held
every day at 7pm we will welcome those who arrived during the day and give a short orientation
lecture. Learn festival survival tips and get yourself situated. We will answer all your questions and
make sure you will get the most out of your KG experience.
Numerology: The Treasures of Letters & Numbers (Jill Sibbitt) Discover the treasures nestled
in the fortune of letters and numbers we have in words, names, and dates. We will explore associations connected to each single-digit number, and use these relationships to reveal the hidden gems
& riches of Pythagorean numerology (as interpreted by this particular facilitator).
Pagan Chanting (Katie Gajdacs) Chants have a great place in the pagan communities. We will
explore many chants. Bring recording equipment if you want, for remembering the sounds.
Pagan Epithet Competition (Ja Sonier) By Odin's other eye! By Neptune's Trident! Our Goddess
-forsaken duties have been shirked. We, as pagans, should be swearing more, or at least swearing
like pagans. Let that guy who just cut you off on the highway know you are pagan by the words
you bellow at his retreating vehicle. We are looking for the best pagan-themed epithets, exclamations, exhortations, utterances and swears. You will think up a swear or epithet.
You will go to Registration. You will (LEGIBLY) write out your epithet on a
card with your name on the back. You will put this card in the box. You may
enter as often as you like, but please submit only the ones you think are truly
worthy of our consideration.
Performance Shamanism: A Primer (Taras) Performance Shamanism is the spiritual recasting of
an ancient healing art that goes by many names, including Being The Change and Leading By Example. Whereas traditional Shamanism is defined by entering into an altered state of consciousness
or perception in order to obtain wisdom for the tribe, Performance Shamans strive to maintain this
state at all times, carrying a magical aura around them in day-to-day life, thereby bringing to and
creating within their communities an environment of inspiration, nurturing, and creative thinking.
This workshop explores the concept of Performance Shamanism, provides examples of practitioners and their successes, and presents a few techniques of the craft.
Pets: Treasures in the Path of Life (Drew Thomson) A brief look at how animals became such a
big part of our daily lives. We'll also look at how they may impact the path we travel in life. Share
stories and memories of our animal family. I encourage you to bring pictures to share and be ready
to share stories.
Poly & Love Languages (Nadia & Stephen) One person's trash is another's treasure. What holds
meaning and importance to you may be less valuable to another. What expressions of love mean
the most to you? How would your partners prefer you express your feelings for them? Join us for a
discussion about love expressions using The Five Love Languages by Gary Chapman as a jumping
off point to learn about different ways to show love and appreciation.
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Poly 101 (Nadia & Stephen) What is polyamory? How does it work? How is it not just cheating?
Is it the same thing as swinging or polygamy? What's a "Triad"? Don't you ever get jealous? How
can you build solid, healthy relationships that work? Join us to explore answers to these questions
and more in this intro for those new to poly and those curious about what polyamory is and isn't.
Raven Clan Meet-Up and Planning (Julie Desrosiers) You've been gathering online for a
month now, but today is the day you gather in person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure for offering at the main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand
to run you through what to expect in the ritual, and answer your questions.
Regionally Appropriate Witchcraft (Angela Grey) As a witch who has lived and
practiced in many different places, I've been struck by how profoundly one's craft can be shaped by the
local landscape. Mountain witches tend to learn different spells than farm witches, and prairie
witches move to different rhythms than their brothers and sisters on the coast. Nature rewards
adaptability, and learning to recognize and honour these subtle influences can help you refine your
craft in some interesting and unexpected ways.
Rites of Raven's Knoll Book Panel The memories we have formed with friends and family, our
relationship with the land and the gods, is a treasure. Twenty-eight authors came together to write
of their experiences at Raven's Knoll. At this panel you will meet some of the authors, as well as
hear selected readings from the book. There will also be a Q&A session and a chance for a book
signing. (A limited number of copies of the book will be available for $20)
Ritual - Farewell Ritual Let us bid Hail and Farewell to gods and spirits that dwelled so close to
us during the gathering, as we bid hail and farewell to friends new and old… until we meet again.
Ritual - Greeting Ritual At this greeting ritual we gather as a community to announce ourselves
to the gods and the spirits of the land, and set the sacred time of our festival. Greetings and announcements will be made, but the work of raising the energy for Fest will take place Saturday at
the Main Ritual. Bring your good thoughts and intentions, to match the offerings that will be made.
Ritual - Kids' Warrior Circle (Ambre Côté) Are you a kid with a Warrior’s spirit? Do you have
honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Children’s Warrior Circle where you will raise
your boffer sword and do battle with other kids, and maybe any adults who are brave enough to
face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you have your own, bring it along (must be approved by the host). Ages 5-12.
Ritual - LGBTTIQQ2S Ritual (Alex) As witches we dance between the worlds, let the dance
carry us between the genders. With discussion and dance we will celebrate the union of the Goddess and the God from which we are all born. As we find our place in the world, embracing the
Love of the Goddess and God for us, we explore how we can use the energy of this love in our
daily lives. Everyone is welcome—LGBTTIQQ2S and friends. Following the Pride Parade.
Ritual - Main Ritual: The Great Gift (Julie Desrosiers) There is no creation without destruction;
no blessing without sacrifice. This is the cosmic balance of give and take, life and death, order and
chaos. This is the most primal of motions and the first act of every creation myth. At this year's
main ritual we will assemble as the Clans of Raven's Knoll, and work a magic more ancient than
stone, more ancient than the stars or the sky that contains them. Together we will recreate the beginning of all worlds, the creation of everything from the destruction and sacrifice of the creator.
We will bring with us the treasures of each Clan and transform them into blessings. As a united
Tribe, we will revel in the mysteries of transformation and gather the gifts that the gods see fit to
bestow upon us.
Ritual - Men's Cairn Walk (Jeff RWW) The Men's Cairn Walk is a traditional gathering for men
to come together, walk from the camping area to the Men's Cairn, and then share things with other
men in a safe space. You are welcome to bring a stone to add the Cairn, an offering to the ancestors, and an idea for a male ancestor to invoke while making said offering.
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Ritual - Men's Warrior Circle (Stern Paul and Firekeeper Zippo) From humble beginnings, the
Men's Warrior Circle has quickly become a Fest favourite. This men-only event invites you to tap
into your warrior energy and face off against your opponents in a circle of honour. Boffer weapons
are supplied, but if you may bring your own (must be approved by the event organizer).
Ritual - Mixed Warrior's Circle (Stern Paul and Firekeeper Zippo) As with past years, the
Champions of the Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circles will unite in a ritual of competitive camaraderie using foam weapons. Cheer for your Champion in good spirit! (Adults 18+).
Ritual - Pan's Running (Kestral Pyr, JD Hobbes, Dawn-Marie Potter) Pan's Running is open
for all children between the ages of 6-13. Our own kids' version of The Trials of Artemis and Stag
King, this special ritual will reveal special knowledge about yourself and help you grow in confidence! Are you brave enough to be The Pan!?
Ritual—Prosperity Ritual Many moons ago the first prosperity ritual was performed at KG. A
few festers got together and gave a part of their wealth so that one would prosper. Using sacred
scrying cards and tokens they called upon Fortuna to name Her champion. Often heard are “Luck
be a lady tonight” and “Baby needs a new pair of shoes” as common calls. The Prosperity Ritual is
a charity card tournament run at KG. The participants make a donation to the chosen charity and
enjoy a friendly game with mirth and merriment. For more details speak to the rite master. Anyone
over the age of 18 is welcome to attend.
Ritual - Techno Spirit Ritual (Wyldcard) In keeping with the theme of Treasures, we will be
exploring technology and how the spirits who can help us on our spiritual path. We will discover
which of these spirits will be our guides and guardians for the year. Please keep your phones ON
for this ritual as techno-divination will be in play.
Ritual - Teens' Warrior Circle (Ambre Côté) Are you a teen with a Warrior’s spirit? Do you
have honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Teen’s Warrior Circle where you will
raise your boffer sword and do battle with other teens, and maybe any adults who are brave enough
to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you have your own, bring it along (must be approved by the host). Ages 13-17.
Ritual - The Mead of Poetry (Jean Sébastien Daunais and Timothy Johnston) With the theme
of KG being treasure there's no better time to look at ourselves and see what is inside our personal
chest. This is a self-empowering ritual.
Ritual - The Stag King (Past Stag Kings) The great KG tradition. Life, death, rebirth, blood, the forces of nature… all in one
tight package bursting with testosterone and machismo! What
more could you ask for? Any man of age may join the competition. Boys, girls and women are welcome to cheer at the start and
finish, but please keep the ritual sacred by staying away from the
competitors during the ritual.
Ritual - Third Gender Ritual (Jacky With A Y and Cookie Alex) Those who transgress the
gender binary continue to resist colonial and patriarchal attempts to render us invisible. As we find
and unlock the treasures we carry within us, we become whole and able to fulfill our rightful roles
in our communities. People of all genders are welcome to come and celebrate and partake in the
gift of walking between genders.
Ritual - Travel to the Women's Spiral (Wyldcard) This workshop is for those who self-identify
as female. We will meet at the front of the Rookery and make our way to the women's spiral. Upon
arrival, we will honour our female ancestors with song. Then we will share stories and discuss who
we are and how we can support each other.
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Ritual - Treasured Memories: All Gender Ritual (Alex Del Busso and Kelly Dunsdon-Ringer)
The kaleidoscope is made up of all the different colours, mixed and mingled, and ever changing. So
too is our community. We are all different; let’s get together and celebrate it with all the different
Gods and Goddesses. This year, the traditional men’s and women’s ritual will instead be together,
for everyone, and of any and all traditions. We will join together in unity to realize the treasured
memories of ourselves. Come as you are and join the celebration.
Ritual - Trials of Artemis (The Huntress Council) Open to all adult women of
the community (18+), this ritual draws on the memory of the mighty women
who came before us, and connects them to the women who strive today, so that
they may inspire those yet to be. The competitors' strength, wisdom and wits
will be challenged and the wisdom of the elders will determine who is most
worthy to wield the spear of the Huntress for the coming year and be the symbolic representation of the provider and protector of our people. Participants will
meet at the Raven Field.
Ritual - Women's Warrior Circle (Linda Demissy) Will you drink from the bitter brew of defeat,
or the sweet cup of victory? Join fellow women in glorious battle, and bring your boffer sword if
you have one (must be approved by event organizers). Open to all self-identified women.
River Clan Meet-Up and Planning (Julie Desrosiers) You've been gathering online for a month
now, but today is the day you gather in person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure
for offering at the main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to
expect in the ritual, and answer your questions.
Runes 101 (Jean Sébastien Daunais) This is a basic initiation to the treasure that are the runes.
We'll see the meaning of the runes and how to interpret them.
Runes 201 (Jean Sébastien Daunais) This workshop is for people who already use the runes in
their life to get together and discuss how, where and when they use the runes. This will be more
like a guided discussion then a teaching experience.
Sci-fi and Fantasy: Treasure Chests for Bookworms (Jacky With A Y) Sci-fi
and fantasy books are treasure chests! They may be make-believe, but the ideas
and philosophical truths they contain can gift a person with spiritual awareness.
Are there sci-fi/fantasy works that have influenced your worldview about magic,
supernatural beings, and powers? Have you ever tried any magical or spiritual
practices described in a book you read, and did they work? Come share in the delicious bookwormy fun in this informal chat about our most treasured sci-fi and
fantasy books!
Sculpting Treasures (Kitty & Care) It has been said that pottery is the perfect melding of the four
elements: the clay is a mixture of earth and water, and the air and fiery sun combine to dry and
harden it. Sculpting tools will be provided, but feel free to bring your own as well. Once the pieces
have fully dried, each attendee will be able to decide whether to take their art home or leave them
as offerings at one of the many sacred sites at Raven's Knoll. Children are welcome, but must be
accompanied by a responsible adult. There will be a $2 material fee.
Self-Care and Working Through Fear (Wyldcard) As we progress on our individual spiritual
paths we encounter challenges which crop up. I've found that through self-care I can work through
my fears and continue learning and growing on my path. This workshop is presented as a sharing
circle in which we will discuss what's worked and what hasn't in the past, hopefully increasing our
tool kits or bag of tricks.
Shrines of Raven's Knoll Tour (Auz) Raven’s Knoll holds many treasured sacred sites. In the
Pagan past – magical gates, groves of power, idols of the gods, places of pilgrimage – have been
locations of special devotion where spirituality and religion area expressed. Since its founding Ra-
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ven’s Knoll has been a place where our communities can put down roots and fully
express the range of Pagan religiosity and spirituality. On a long hike, Auz will take
you to through the shrines of the Knoll, providing bits of history, anecdote, and lore
about each place.
Soul Trekker (Colleen O'Brien) What is the Soul? I will touch on the topics I have
experienced: OBE (Out of Body Experiences); traveling souls; prophetic dreams/
dream walking; guardians; other dimensions; and quantum realities. What happens
and who you may encounter.
Sparklies Inside and Out (Sarah Wibberley) Within us there are three cauldrons of vitality. This
workshop will help us learn about these internal treasures, what they are, what they do, and how to
shine up and charge them from an Avalonian perspective. We will then create simple bracelets as a
wearable treasure to help us work with a cauldron more mindfully. $10 materials fee is requested to
cover costs (however, if this is prohibitive, a sliding scale will be offered).
Starting Your Own Pagan Group (VeraVera and Braelor) At some point many practitioners
wonder who else is out there and how do we get in touch. Despite living in what some would call
an “overly connected” world, isolation can be felt by many practitioners. We will take you through
our experience of starting community groups and university clubs. Learn shortcuts and pitfalls and
what it takes to run a successful group, be it a coven of your own or a monthly coffee social. We
are here with tips and tricks to reach people who can be more elusive than others.
Stitch and Witch (Matt McLauchlin) Cross stitch is an ancient form of embroidery and one of the
easiest crafts to learn! Come learn the basics and stitch your choice of fun Pagan designs to take
home. Materials provided. Also, if you have your own crafts to work on (needlework, knitting,
beading, or whatever), feel free to join us, chill out, and work alongside us. A voluntary contribution of $5 to cover materials would be appreciated!
Stone Clan Meet-Up and Planning (Julie Desrosiers) You've been gathering online for a month
now, but today is the day you gather in person! Come together as a clan, and prepare your treasure
for offering at the main ritual. The ritual organizers will be on hand to run you through what to
expect in the ritual, and answer your questions.
Tarot Reading for All Levels (Colleen O'Brien) The do and don't of tarot reading. An explanation of how to do tarot readings and the responsibility of the reader. If you have your own tarot
deck please bring it, as participants can pair off into groups of two and do a 3-card reading.
Tea and Tai Chi (Shen the Unnamed) Don't know your Chai Tea from your Tai Chi? Have no
idea what Oolong and Pu Ehr tea is? Does your tea always taste like hot leaf juice? We can help.
Join Shen in practicing the relaxing movements of Tai Chi and Chi Gong while sampling a variety
of rejuvenating teas. Tea cups are in limited supply so bring your own if you wish to partake in this
elixir of life that has long been used by the Chinese sages to promote health and longevity.
Teen Sexuality (Kadri, Pegacorn, and Gypsy Birch) Let’s talk about sex! This workshop will be
an open, guided discussion on topics including puberty, anatomy, sexual education, consent, Canadian law and safe sex. This will be a safe place to ask questions about any of the topics, either in
front of the group or by anonymous submission. There will be a permission form for workshop
attendees that must be signed by a parent or guardian. For ages 13-17.
The Anywhere Workout (Bunny) The anywhere workout combines warm up techniques for
dance and aerial silks with stretches to give the best workout. No equipment required. The aim is to
work on both strength and cardio while getting a head-to-toe stretch. This workout is designed to be
easy to do no matter how much (or how little) space you may have.
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The Art of Henna (Sarah Rogers) Learn how to properly make natural henna, free of chemicals
and dyes and safe to use. As well, learn the history of henna and some of its uses and properties.
Then we will play with henna designs and learn a few application techniques. There are a maximum of 16 spaces, but the workshop will be offered twice during fest - signup sheets at registration. There is a $5 material fee, and each participant will leave with a tube of henna and a small
information package. Please no children under 12 without parental supervision.
The Treasure of Training: Accessible and Standardized Pagan Clergy Training (Julie Desrosiers) Those who are called to serve the folk and their gods as pagan clergy don't have much in
the way of standardized training or education programs similar to their Christian or other religious
counterparts. But there is a treasure out there, accessible to all who would work to achieve it: the Ar
n-Draoicht Fein Clergy Training Program (CTP). The CTP provides both academic and practical/
spiritual learning, at a level similar to a university degree in terms of quality and depth. It is relevant for anyone who practices within the Indo-European hearth cultures, including Norse, Baltic,
Celtic, Greek and Roman. In this workshop, I will give an overview of the program and speak to
my own experience working through the program.
The Treasures Within (Helene Arts) This workshop centers around a critical element of selfreflection that will enable one to be more aware of the treasures within. These treasures are aspects
of the self known as "feelings," "needs," and "behaviours." Increasing conscious awareness of these
aspects will help you to take better care of your emotional health through deeper self-understanding
and focused action. This, in turn, will greatly support the concept of "Know Thyself and you will
know the Universe and the Gods." Participants are encouraged to read the book Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life by Dr. Marshall Rosenberg
Trans Talk (Abhann) As trans people, we spend a majority of our time being the minority; often
misgendered, invisible, disrespected. Let's step away from that and come together as a group. Bring
whatever you want to eat or drink (to share or not). Bring blankets, chairs and other comfy things.
Colouring pages and small stim toys provided if you want something to do with your hands and
eyes. We'll chat about trans stuff or other stuff.
Treasure the Body (Alli 'Pegacorn' Keeley) We will discuss body positivity and how it's a crucial
part of your soul and who you are. We are often the treasure thieves of our own happiness. We will
explore the term and how we cope with negative body images, thoughts and how to cope. From
there we will do a bit of an experiment to truly show us or remind us of things that we may have
lost to the brain goblins.
Treasure the Huntress (Alli 'Pegacorn' Keeley) Religion is hard and dirty. Here we explore the
sacred huntress both in the community as well as in different pantheons. While we do this we will
also be working on building up the Huntress Shrine. Lots of hands make light work. Please expect
to get dirty. Bring work gloves, shoes (preferably steel toed but any closed toe shoes will do). The
Huntress in us as women is sacred. May we hunt together.
Treasure Tunes! (Christina Caldarelli) Come celebrate your favourite treasures, like music and
friends. In this song circle we'll sing about the things that we love and the things that bring us joy.
Treasures like family, nature, love, peace and resistance all spark some excellent songs. Each person will have a chance to introduce a song and then they can sing it alone, lead the group in song,
or pass to the next person (your choice, no pressure). Come to listen or sing, and celebrate with us.

HAIL AND HORN GATHERING

June 29 to July 2, 2018 at Raven’s Knoll
Rituals ~ Games ~ Workshops ~ Skald-craft
A gathering for the modern practice of the religious custom of the
pre-Christian Scandinavian and Germanic folk.
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Treasure Your Beard, Feed Your Treasure (Josh Farro) A lot of us these
days are growing beards. Not just small little fuzzies, but big bushy beards. Our
beards are a treasure. This workshop will the discuss the history of beards, why
they're making a comeback, and how grooming has become important. There
will be samples of various types of grooming products, and each person will be
given a sample at the end of the workshop. $5 material fee.
Treasured Bodies (Laurie Benson) Older and "less than perfect" bodies are invited to get together
at the cauldron and, in a circle cast of trust, reveal as much as they are comfortable with to be
painted (or self paint) with honour. Then we can, in a contingent, enter the Fire Circle, proud of
ourselves and the treasure that is our body. We are lucky to have one, imperfect as it is!
Treasured Herbs (Laurie Benson) Come on a treasure hunt for edible and medicinal herbs and
hear their stories. Some amazing plants can be found in this Algonquin ecosystem!
Treasured Recipes - A Collection (Melissa Keindel) Grandma's cookies, dad's pasta sauce,
auntie's chicken noodle soup... Recipes are treasures, passed down from person to person, community to community. They represent a lasting link between the past and the future. This year we are
seeking YOUR favorite recipes to create a KG cookbook, a lasting collection of our treasured recipes. So find the treasure box at the YAG, fill out the form and attach your recipe. Let us know why
you treasure it and what it means to you.
Treasures of Philosophy (Helene Arts) The "Masters of Philosophy" have had much to contribute
to magickal thought over many hundreds of years. In their writings there are many philosophical
treasures that can be drawn upon in order to deepen one's own practice. This workshop looks at
some of the more salient ones, especially those that relate to who we are and our place within the
wyrd and mysterious.
Treasures of the Hermetic Qabalah (Robert Huneault) The Hermetic Qabalah (also spelled
Kabbala) is a mystical system which has become one of the corner stones of the Western Mystery
Tradition, which includes Ceremonial Magic and Wicca. One of the most important symbols that
the Qabalah has given us is Otz Chiim, the Tree of Life. From one point of view, it is a treasure
map leading us to spiritual and psychological development, bringing us to the greatest treasure of
all, our True Selves. Join in an exploration of the endless treasures that can be found among the
leaves of the Qabalistic Tree of Life.
Treasures Within the Dance (Starr) Within the sacred circle dance there is coded information, a
treasure, that is unlocked when you dance together in circles. This practice runs deep in pagan communities, where every step is a message, and every gesture raises energy. There are dances to unify,
call the elements, celebrate divinity and of course, to raise power, and to ground it as well. Sacred
circle dancing is for all ages and ability levels, and promotes connectedness, meditation and celebration. This workshop will be offered three times throughout Fest - the morning dance will be
more restful and meditative, the later sessions more vigorous.
Viking Chest Game (Alli 'Pegacorn' Keeley) Come test your skills against your friends or foes as
you fight with the ye old mighty feather sack! Winner of rounds get secret treasures from within the
chest.
Witch N'Stitch (Hilary Dotto-Nudo) Bring your latest crafting project, your sproglings (as who
can escape them?), chairs, beverages, and snacks. Let's meet other crafters while the kids play!
Maybe let the rest of your campsite sleep in while the kids play at the park. New to knitting, crochet, cross stitch etc.? Maybe someone there can help you with your latest project.
Working with Imperfect Source Material (Angela Grey) Digging into the origins of one's Pagan
path can be a disillusioning experience for many people. You set out enthusiastically to read your
source material, only to discover that its origins are questionable, its authors weren't saints, and
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some of the writing is pretty bad. It's enough to make some practitioners question their path, or
even abandon it altogether. But if this material is approached with the right attitude and measured
expectations, it's possible to acknowledge the flaws and avoid the pitfalls, while still uncovering
the hidden gems beneath.
Yoga on the Beach (Laurie Benson) Yoga taught me, HEY you have a body! You have a treasure! Hurray honour it! A lot of people don't have what you have. All ages, all abilities class every
morning (except Monday) on the beach.
Your Greatest Treasure and the Source of All Your Suffering (WhitTiger aka RP) This
workshop is about how to decode the voices in your head, which part of you is talking? Let's put a
name to each of them to better determine what voices you should listen to, and which voices keep
you from your true potential and the life you always wanted. Once you have cleaned up the chaos
in your head, maybe you can hear more voices that come from outside your head. If there is
enough time we can talk about telepathic spiritual communications like channeling.
Youth Forum (Jeff RWW) A forum discussion with a talking stick (meaning you must be holding the stick to talk). Aimed at teens to young adults. What does 'Fest' mean to you? Where would
you like to see it go? What do you like and dislike about Fest? We want to hear from you.

Shrine Treasure Hunt!
Welcome, intrepid treasure hunters! On the Raven’s Knoll land there exist many sacred sites,
places of special devotion, where some treasures
are left as offerings, treasured memories are created, and treasured gifts received from gods and
spirits.
On this treasure hunt you will seek out and find
these shrines, creating and recognizing the treasures in your life and on the
Raven’s Knoll land. At each listed shrine there will be a box with a book.
Follow the instructions on the cover of the book at each shrine.
Then, if you feel so moved, anonymously write down what is requested in
the book for those following to read – to share your story, your treasures.
Use the map in your program, or just ask a fellow Fester, to chart your way
to the locations of these shrines:
1. Ancestor 2. Gnome Home 3. Rainbow Tree 4. Nematon 5. Elvii Shrine
6. Jotunn Vé 7. Bardic 8. Trickster 9. Bear 10. Well.
At shrines 2, 8, and 10 (Gnome Home, Trickster, the Well) you will be required to leave an offering; an appropriate offering at each would be a silvercoloured coin.
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BARDIC RULES
1. Performers have five (5) minutes, total, to
present a piece never performed at KG
Bardic before.
2. Song, story, stand-up, recitation, theatre ...
any style is allowed. The more “off the book”
you are the better, but reading a piece is
okay.
3. You will be judged on material, presentation,
and performance.

He is Jock MacGregor
AND YOU ARE NOT!

4. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each. Registration will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 9:00 a.m. Get
there on time to try to get on the list.
5. Bribes are fun! But they certainly do not guarantee a win. They are
part of your 5 minutes. Keep ‘em short. Be creative! Jock likes alcohol, MA likes chocolate (and puppies), and Auz likes smoked fish,
pickled fish, salted fish, canned fish, and beer. The Judges don’t expect a three course meal, but one year they got one. It’s part of the
pageantry and show. And there is a best bribe category!
6. Be prepared. Be sharp. Have all you need ready to go. Get up! Tell us
who you are. Bribe. Tell us what you are going to do. Perform. Accept accolades. Get off. No humming, no tuning, having or wasting
valuable Bardic time that we could have sold to Facebook for an exorbitant amount for a cheap ad.
7. The Bardic is a community event, so performers should remember
that there are children in the audience. You don’t have to be lily
white, but avoid swamp green. If a performance is beyond the pale, a
large loud man in a kilt will get you to stop.
8. The MC runs the Bardic. His decisions on all things are final. The
MC is Jock MacGregor. (Both Odin and Hecate were consulted in the
creation of this rule.)
9. The Judges are the power under the kilt. Their decisions are unquestionable and their whims are as life to us mere mortals. You’ve been
told.
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PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Abhann is a genderqueer, vegetarian, kinky, anxious, Wiccan, poly, white, curvy, attention deficit, third generation Canadian, queer person who strives to recognize their privilege and challenge
barriers through listening and activism. During KG, Abhann will have a trans flag hung at their
campsite and they'd love to chat about trans stuff, non-normative stuff, or other stuff stuff.
Agamotto Vishanti I'm a Sorceress who mainly practices astral/spirit work and some divination.
I was raised on Star Trek, but my selection of fandoms has increased dramatically. I've been astral
travelling for 10 years, polytheist for a few years, and the multiverse has been incorporated into
my practice for 4 years beginning with Doctor Who. At the moment, I’m working mainly with the
Cosmic Beings of the Marvel Universe and as well as some work with the Norse pantheon.
Alli Keeley is a pegacorn guardian in the Ravens Knoll community. She is all about healing and
making sure everyone is safe. At her muggle life she is a nurse who advocates for the sick and
elderly. Pegacorn is often busy at site if not working and maintaining sacred spaces she is also a
polk-a-dot medic for KG. Alli is the 2016 Huntress winner from the Artemis trails. There isn't
much she wouldn't do for ice cream.
Ambre Côté My name Is Ambre I am 18 and have been going to the warrior circle for at least 10
years, and have won multiple times. I work in Munchkinland and love to play with children.
Angela Grey grew up in a small hamlet in Northern Canada, surrounded by a colorful assortment
of homesteaders, hunters and tradesmen. As a teen, she spent most of her spare time exploring
"the Bush" on horseback, or camping with her family. As an adult, her Wiccan practice is firmly
rooted in working with the local landscape. When she's not roaming the forests of Central Canada, she can usually be found curled up with a book in front of the nearest fire.
Braelor has been a practitioner of the craft for 10 years and has been apart of various local and
national groups and covens. Hailing from the central interior of B.C., Braelor has started and run
multiple university pagan groups as well as assisting in community groups. The scholarly sort
with self-discipline he has also run a Pagan 101 workshop as part of his community group. He
holds a degree in history from Thompson Rivers University and currently resides in the Ottawa
area and will be starting the practical nursing program at Algonquin Collage in September.
Brynja Eirdis Chelirich Matriarch of Lodestar Hearth, Gythia, Badass Purple Dragon
Bunny is a small lady with a big personality. She has done some training in dance and aerial silks
and learned some of the best exercises and stretches from it.
Cheryl-ann Harling loves KG and wants to contribute. She's very excited to share her mermaiding hobby with open, accepting, kind people. She's also excited to see everyone's treasured methods of divination and share her favourite methods.
Christina Caldarelli loves all sorts of music and has sung as long as she can remember. She's
been attending KG for about a decade now.
Colleen O'Brien I am a pagan/wiccan, medium, healer and traveler. I have always wanted to help
people. I took Reiki and Reflexology for healing but that was not enough. I have been working
this out in a my head for few years and decided this might be a good time to begin the final legs
of my journey and my true reason for being here. So I will share some of my life experiences
which include understanding the soul, dream walking, dimensional travel and more.
Cookie Alex is a queer trans person who has been involved with the RK and KG community for
many years.
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Drew Thomson Helper, healer, crafter, Drew has been involved on main levels in the Knoll
Community. He follows a mix of different paths and makes them part of his life. You can find
him wandering around or at his vending tent.
Etienne Price I'm 14, deal with it.
Firekeeper Zippo is a Muay Thai boxer, full-contact weapons fighter, and fitness
coach with over 30 years experience. Five years ago, he was diagnosed with Myalgic Encephalomyelitis, commonly referred to as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. He has
been donating time as a personal trainer to folks suffering from chronic illnesses,
working in ways to improve their quality of life through a combination of self-care,
fitness, and conditioning.
Heather W is a member of the WCC and a Neophyte in the Odyssean tradition. She has been part
of KG for many years now and is engaged to Yaggermeister Josh. She also has been vending for a
couple of years now and is owner of The Magic Knick Knackery.
Helene Arts Magick and the occult are Helene's life-long passions. She has been a practicing
astrologer for the past 20 years, and regularly teaches public workshops on a variety of occultrelated topics. Her work in this area can be seen on the website www.witchhollow.ca. Helene is a
contributing author to the upcoming release of PILLARS: The Scalding of Sapientia' (Anathema
Publishing Ltd), and has co-authored two books: Conflict Resolution for Musicians, and Keep the
Drama in Front of the Camera, with more on the way!
Helmut I have been a working (off and on) smith for more than 40 years now, a pagan smith for
more than 30 of them and an active member of the Ontario community for that long as well. My
main focus as a pagan smith was making ritual tools and researching the role of the smith and
metal in the magical and ritual life of a pagan community.
Hilary Dotto-Nudo A busy mom of two staying sane through blogging and learning to knit while
juggling a house. Check out family friendly pagan activities, vegetarian recipes, and other fun
stuff at http://www.raisingfairiesandknights.com/
Hobbes has made his name at KG as the long-suffering, but entertaining Bard. He has won the
Adult Bardic (2014) and has been regaling KG goers with tales of love, adventure, and poor life
choices.
Ja Sonier In his non-fest (ie "pants ON") life, Ja does music and other performance, sound design, audio engineering/production, event production and odd/oddly beautiful artistic ventures
from the traditional to the technological. He is cheerily determined to bring as much beauty and
laughter into this world as he can.
(Staff note: In his spare time, Ja loves to dream up new KG projects that will make life even more
difficult and complicated for poor, overworked Program Pirates.)
Jacky With a Y lives in Tiohtià:ke (Montreal), in unceded Kanien'kehá ka and Anishinaabe
homeland. They are an animist and SJW• with spiritual influences from various sci-fi/fantasy
worlds as well from multiple ancestral lines including Indigenous peoples of Northern Quebec, an
eclectic set of pre-Christian Euro traditions, and early Gnosticism.
Jade Pichette is a heathen Gythia living in Toronto, interested in Norse Sorcery and traditional
witchcraft. They are one of founders of Vindisir Kindred (London, Ontario), the international
movement #HavamalWitches and, the Canadian Pagan Declaration on Intolerance. Jade was
raised a witch, but got into Heathenry in their early twenties, and over the past few years they
have been looking into integrating the two. Jade is a queer and trans activist, does interfaith work
with LGBTQ+ clergy members, and looks to challenge their own white privilege.
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Jan Mathieson Wright is a Green Witch living on a 6-acre hobby farm in south-eastern Ontario.
Jaxe Thomas has been a member of the festivals community for over two decades. While she
began as a young, shy girl who knew nothing; she has grown into a well respected Gythia within
the Heathen community. She has the honour of being the only female carver of a God Pole (so
far) when she carved the Loki Pole. She also carved the recently raised Loki Stang in the Spiral.
In her muggle disguise though she is an amazing single mum to a wee witchling, and artist.
Jean Sébastien Daunais Better known as JS he is a member of the Viking of the metal age. He is
also a Flying Monkey. If you have trouble finding him just look for a smiling gentle giant and
you'll find him.
Jeff RWW I am Jeff, Jaimcos, Moug, Croag, and Chuck-Chuck. I am an A.S.S. (Atheist Scientific Spiritualist), which means I believe in faith, energy, spirits, but not Deities; within a scientific framework. As we move through the world we leave imprints on it and it imprints on us.
Jill Sibbitt is an elementary educator who loves to play with numbers when she is not busy parenting, teaching, and doing other fun and helpful stuff with her family, friends, and community.
She has been attending Kaleidoscope since it was on Bob's land, and is delighted to be here again
this year with her husband and 4-year-old.
Josh Farro (aka Ash) has been coming to KG for several years now. He is a member of staff at
the YAG and a FireMonger. Josh is one of seven founders of an International Beard Club...and
boy do they pamper the heck out of their beards!! It is literally treasured.
Julie Desrosiers is an initiated priestess of the Odyssean tradition and the Senior Druid for
Thornhaven Grove, within Ar nDraoicht Fein (ADF). She is one of the founders of Three Rivers
Festival- the ADF Canada East Regional gathering, which is held at Raven's Knoll, and has
served her Pagan community in numerous ways throughout the years, including as event organizer, volunteer, ritualist and public speaker.
Kadri runs on caffeine, dinosaurs, science and cuss words. She works as one of RK’s pet medics
and is in school to be a veterinarian. She is also an RK Flying Monkey, Bunny, and Magical Carnie. If you can’t find her on site, she’s probably off looking for turtles crossing the roads. You can
summon her by whispering “we have leftover food that needs to be eaten” 3 times while spinning
in a circle.
Kat Summerbell aka The Mother of Pirates, has attended KG almost since its
inception and has been an earth-mother-loving kitchen witch, and member of
Ottawa's pagan community for over 30 years. She has a massive collection of
pagan chants, Irish and East Coast traditional songs, and sea shanties. Opening a
songbook within five kilometres of Kat acts like a summoning spell—she will
magically appear.
Katie Gajdacs is an Oddesian priestess. She teaches in many festivals as well as for WCC. Collecting chants is her passion.
Keenan Viau Bard, healer, and now husband, Keenan is the winner of the Bardic 2015 competition and now an RMT. He is also a Reiki Master since 2007 and has led a practice since 2013,
combining it with his massage. He previously was an actor and opera singer performing with
Opera Lyra Ottawa, Opera in Concert, and Toronto Operetta Theatre, as well as Stirling Festival
Theatre and Loose Tea Music and Theatre.
Kitty and Care have been friends since the tender age of twelve, have been attending fests off
and on since 2001, and are happy to contribute w/ the occasional workshop too.
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Laurie Benson is an artist, performer, traditional herbalist and yogini, having achieved her 500
hour advanced training in India a few years ago. She was initiated by Susun Weed as a "Green
Witch" learning ethical wildcrafting and making herbal products in the Wise Woman tradition.
Linda Demissy Hailing from Lokabrenna Kindred in Montreal, Linda is a Northern Tradition
spirit-worker whose devotional seership aims at retrieving the stories of goddesses and making
them available on her Lofnbard blog. She teaches trancework professionally as a hypnotherapist
over the internet, studies traditional western herbalism, and grows a garden full of treasured
friends.
Lugh aka Kevin McLaughlin Who am I? I am a human of no different flesh. A seeker of knowledge, a novice drummer and singer of song. A seven year KG veteran. These are my passions.
Celtisism, and Heathenism are part of my nature but thanks to friends and a little hedge witchery I
have found what truly speaks to me. I am Brigids humble servant, a Keeper of the Sacred Fire.
Marie/Danica With over 20 years in the Ottawa Pagan Community, Marie brings a creative approach to living a magical life. Marie is one of several instructors with the Ottawa Pagan Schola
Hermetic Academy. Marie co-teaches the Grounding, Centering and Shielding Workshop with
her spouse, Rick, and we have a 9-year-old son, Alex, to whom this workshop is dedicated. He
taught Marie how to find the Light - after all, he gifted her with his.
Matt McLauchlin has been an avid cross stitcher for five years. He's currently working on a
large devotional work for Aphrodite that will take ages and ages to finish; fortunately, She is not
in a hurry.
Melissa Keindel is a Ottawa-based practicing green Pagan, a gardener, an avid foodie, a baker
and all-around food enthusiast. When she's not on Bogside with her enclave, she can be found
actively trying to feed everyone or working the YAG...trying to feed everyone.
Nadia & Stephen Stephen wields his many years experience & sharp emotional intelligence to
navigate various types of complex poly relationships. Nadia is a cognitive scientist with keen
logic and practiced empathy. They draw upon their experience with poly's ups, downs, and inbetweens to act as poly ambassadors.
Robert Huneault has been an active member of the Ottawa Pagan community since the mid
1980s. Developing an interest in various forms of occultism and paganism, Robert soon gravitated
toward traditional Wicca, and was initiated into a local coven in 1989, and eventually brought up
through the degrees in both the Gardnerian and Alexandrian Traditions of Wicca. He is also the
High Priest of Firestone Coven, founded in 2001. Robert's other areas of interest include Mythology (especially Celtic), Ceremonial Magic, Tarot, Hermetic Qabalah, and science.
Ron Lyen has a worrying attraction to sharp, pointy things, and can often be found beating on
Badger with big sticks.
Sarah Rogers I have been a part of the pagan community since 2004 when I went to my first
Wiccanfest. I've been many things so far, but free-spirited and fey have always been a part of me
and who I am. Right now my job in life is to create beauty. Beauty comes in many forms and I
like to use as many as I can to create from. Mainly I sew clothing by up-cycling old clothes into
new, beautiful creations, and I also do henna.
Sarah Wibberley Born in England, raised on the West Coast and called to Ottawa, Sarah Wibberley was also called to the Avalon path in the early 2000s: a shamanic/Faery path of the British
Isles that combines living in harmony with nature with sovereignty and exploration. Sarah is now
a full time Druid and Pathwalker (aka huntress/spiritual protector). When she's not running workshops, tending the bonfire, or chilling in Dragon Camp, she makes jewelry, is the owner of Pathwalks.ca, and is President of Tone Cluster—quite a queer choir.
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Shamrock is a witch and Priestess, who has also been involved with the Pagan community for
about 20 yrs. A long-time member of the Monkeys, she is now also devoted to helping Fest newbies. Do not be afraid! She is not dangerous, and has had all her shots.
Shen the Unnamed has practiced Tai Chi and Chi Gong for over the past decade. Combined with
a lifelong love of all things tea.
Starr I am a witch of many years living in the woods of Muskoka. I have been facilitating sacred
circle dance in my town for many years.
Stern Paul’s warrior experience comprises regular participation in the comradely struggle of the
Warrior’s Circle and is founded upon sixteen years of training in the Way of the Sword (Kendo).
A member of and Assistant Instructor at the Etobicoke Kendo Club, he is also a two-time member
of the winning team at the Canadian National Kendo Championships (2011 and 2014). He is a
proud past member of the Montreal Kendo Club.
Tania paints people. But not portraits, she paints ON people. This often causes others to be surprised, tittilated or just back away grinning awkwardly. Face and body art, FX, henna & botanical
dyes, airbrushing - if it temporarily decorates the body, she does it.
Taras is a prolific writer, regular actor, sometime musician, and full-time performer. For many
years he was a subtle yet indomitable undercurrent in the Montreal Pagan Community, until he
moved out to a homestead in Eastern Ontario and became merely a legend. The question Pagans
most often ask him upon being introduced is whether 'Taras' is his given name or his craft name.
The answer is Yes. His sigil - t! - is pronounced 'The Exclamation.' He thinks you're pretty awesome, too.
TomyHawK aka Fire Monkey Lover of music, the arts and the flame. Heathenism path with a
passion for the old ways. 6 year KG veteran. Picked up a drum and fell in love. Husband, father
and full time firefighter in Renfrew County. Co-owner of PrimalForged.
VeraVera has been a solo and group practitioner of the craft for the last 14 years. Participating in
open rituals, being a part of covens as well as facilitating and participating in pagan focused
groups at the university club and community level. Born and raised in conservative northern Ontario, it was while attending Nipissing University that VeraVera started an open community discussion group of pagan focus. Now holding a degree in history from Nipissing, VereVera is an
online English language tutor living with some of their partners and fostering cats.
WhitTiger RisingPhoenix, Aka RP, just went through a name change and is now called WhitTiger. She has touched just about every subject under the sun, and has the humility to say it like
this: I am the sum of my experience and I am still learning. This will be her last KG, for the next
5 years at least. Her spiritual path is leading her to Vietnam where she hopes that her knowledge
will be useful, and to teach conversational English. Her only wish for this year is, to get as many
amazing souvenirs and memories, to keep her going during her time away from the knoll. Come
help her do just that.
Wyldcard I am eclectic and very curious. At fest I can be found tending fires, chasing squirrels,
and asking a lot of questions.
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Captains of the Ship
Maryanne “MA, Auntie M” Pearce
One of Canada’s better-kept military secrets is the fact that, years
ago, we had had our own research program to develop a new
breed of “super soldier.” One of the researchers experimented
with combining Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experiment was
successful. Too successful, it turns out, as the subject bashed her
way out through a reinforced concrete wall. Decades later, the
army still has not caught up with Maryanne. This may be because
she has a PhD in law, and your average soldier rightly feels that a
Celtic Mohawk legal expert is something he is definitely NOT
paid enough to deal with. Or it may simply be because she has
become very good at hiding under a giant pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.
Austin “Auz the Viking” Lawrence
At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond,
bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he’d have been
the one standing in the longboat saying, “Do we really have to do
this pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can’t we all just get
along?” At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so
it’s probably a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz
does have the Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril
is taking it personally, and is sulking in the corner.

The KG Crew
Flying Monkeys (Security)
Badger “King Kong” Jones – Head
Gypsy Birch “Shadow Monkey”
Stacey “Peacemaker Monkey”
Kadri “Hungry Monkey”
TomyHawk “Fire Monkey”
Shammy “Clover Monkey”
Zach “Latest Stag Monkey”

Ron “Morning Monkey”
J.S. “Quiet Monkey”
David “Howler Monkey”
Kieran “Pirate Monkey”
Joven “Wolf Monkey”

Owl Post (Communications)
Kieran the Program Pirate
Kat the Pirate Queen Proofreader

Brynn the Social Media Butterfly
Jaimcos the Web Wizard

Healers (Medics)
Polka-Dot-Dan – Head
James the Third / Jimmy the Fist
Princess Buttercup (PB)
Alli “Pegacorn”
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Isa (and Poppet)
Baby Face Basil

The Nefarious Bunnies (Registration)
Natalie “La La Bunny Steps” – Head
Sandy “Early Bunny”
Kadri “Hungry Bunny”
Lori “Sunny Bunny”
Raz “A-ma-taz Bunny”

Ja “Thumper”
Myst “the High Roller”
Brynn “Guinea Bunny”

The Trolls (Maintenance)
Brendan “The Handy” Roche—Head
Kai “The Helpful”
Yves, Master of the Bring Out Your Dead!
Kane “Eager Beaver”
Brynn “Wonder Woman”

Katie “Bookkeeper Troll”
Liam, Green Fairy Wrangler
Kira, Green Fairy

Munchkinland
Flora “Munshkin” Amethyst
Suzanne

Moustache Ambre
Brandy

The Yägermeisters
Debbi Earthsong – Head (Front)
Wynterowl – Head (Back)
Front of the Yag
Christina “The Knollteer”
Em “Ginny’s Doppelganger”
Tafi
Jacky B
Wanda
Melissa
Kira

Back of the Yag
Melissa “Toasty”
Michelle
Josh
Other Josh (Bergz)
Dylan
Alex “Cookie”
Coco Loco
Fire Keepers
Salamander—Head

Adam “Zippo”
Music & Mirth
“Jock MacGregor”

David Wolfsong, Music Thingy Guy
The Magical Carnies

Gus
Ang

Aniya
Kadri
Special Undertakings

MaesterAngela
Gwen, Volunteer Wrangler
Jack, Nephew (KG staff in training)

Kadri Weiler, Staff Camp Chamberlain
Kadri & MA, Pet Medics
Seth, Nephew (KG staff in training)
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FESTIVAL RULES
Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain
the well-being and safety of everyone attending.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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As Raven’s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada,
the Province of Ontario, and the municipality apply to everyone at KG.
No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed.
If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation
that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave.
KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated.
No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years
from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.)
Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a
custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival.
Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the
opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked
to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times.
No child under age 16 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children
MUST be supervised by an adult at the beaches. The swimming area is not supervised so you
swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well. No swimming at night.
Don’t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll property. If personal fires are permitted, you can buy firewood at the registration office.
No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be barefoot.
You can use your personal canoes and kayaks, but no motorized boats are permitted during
KG. All Ontario boating rules must be obeyed.
Respect privacy. Do not photograph or video anyone, including people in the background,
without their prior consent. This includes rituals and group shots. Videos and unwelcome
photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked to leave.
Rule 13 was pillaged by a horde of rowdy pirates. Fnord.
Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children’s area(s). You can
smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in a fire-safe
and environmentally-friendly way. (Use the butt cans provided).
There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes in the river. Don’t clean dishes in the bathrooms or you will find yourself on bathroom duty!
You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night, in the Cauldron, and in your own campsite area if it is not on the river. Be aware the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by
and neighbours do use the river in view of our beach area. We ask that you respect the norms
of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part, and request no nudity
and that breasts be covered in the beach area (breast feeding of infants is of course permitted
everywhere!).
Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical
instruments, radios, car stereos, etc.
Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven’s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours’ property
will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality.
The Vé, Spiral, Mirkwood, Shrine Trail and pine areas are out of bounds after dark. The
Dump area is always off-limits to guests. This is for your own safety.
Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land.
This is a private gathering; the hosts of the festival and stewards of the land have the right to
enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules may be expelled without refund.

